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Apathy and ignorance 




More than one-third of college 
students illegally download music, 
claims a National CyberEducation 
Project survey. The survey, 
released April 4th, said only 39 
percent of students actually pay 
for downloads. 
"What we're seeing here is an 
awareness of the legal and ethical 
implications of illegal download- 
ing, which may result from the 
increased incidence of subpoenas, 
prosecutions and disciplinary 
actions in recent years," said Jim 
Gibson, the director of the survey, 
in a press release. "Yet despite that 
awareness, many college students 
are continuing to engage in behav- 
ior that they themselves acknowl- 
edge as wrong." 
Two-thirds of students using 
file sharing systems do not care 
about the legality of downloads, 
according to the survey. 
"This is an example of will- 
ful ignorance," said Clemson 
University ethics professor Kelly 
Smith. "People aren't thinking the 
action of downloading through." 
If students stopped to think 
about their actions, he said, they 
would realize that by download- 
ing their favorite artist's songs, 
they are actually hurting that 
artist. 
According to the FBI, around 
$23 billion is lost each year as a 
result of copyright infringement. 
FBI experts predict this monetary 
amount will only increase with 
the years. 
According to Smith, the justi- 
fication is that "everyone is doing 
it." 
"The majority of people I know 
have downloaded music illegally 
at one time or another," said Tyler 
Pierce, a senior. 
One student is quick justify her 
ethicality regarding downloads. 
"If you think about it, sharing 
music files can only help musi- 
cians, especially those who are up- 
and-coming. File sharing networks 
can help put these musicians on 
the map," said Laura Verch, a 
junior. 
Several months ago a friend 
lent Verch a copied CD, with songs 
downloaded illegally, and then got 
see MP3, page A8 
HIGHLIGHTS 
Habits return with finals 
BRIE GALLOWAY  stafl 
EXTRA-LARGE, PLEASE: Megan Israel adds milk to her coffee in Java City, located in 
Cooper Library. Caffeine's effects can be addictive and detrimental to students' health. 
 of New Orleans recently pub-    This includes caffeine pills such 
Caffeine use increases 




With final exams just 
around the corner, many stu- 
dents will be putting in long 
hours of studying and search- 
ing for help with all of exam 
stress. From coffee, to energy 
drinks, to soda, the consump- 
tion of caffeine rises steadily 
when it comes exam time. 
The Department of 
Psychology at the University 
lished a study which found that 
four out of five college students 
consume caffeine on a daily 
basis to keep up with the rigor- 
ous schedule of college life. 
Among caffeine's many 
actions, it operates using the 
same mechanisms that amphet- 
amines, cocaine and heroin use 
to stimulate the brain. Though 
more mild than the other drugs, 
it is manipulating the same 
chemical channels, giving caf- 
feine its addictive qualities. 
According to Science 
Daily's Web site, "Seven per- 
cent of college students have 
used prescription stimulants 
for non-medical purposes over 
their lifetimes and four percent 
have used in the past year." 
as NoDoz. 
Among students, coffee, 
energy drinks and caffeine pills 
are all seen as a substitute for 
each other. According to the 
Consumer Reports Web site, 
however, "Red Bull Energy 
drink-has about 80 milligrams 
of caffeine per can, while 
NoDoz contains 200 milligrams 
of caffeine per tablet, which is 
equal to the amount in two 
cups of coffee." 
"There is 100 milligrams in 
every cup of coffee, so the aver- 
age person who takes in caf- 
feine in moderation can afford 
to drink two to three cups a 
day or 200 to 300 milligrams 




More housing does not 




On March 22 the Village 
Green Apartments located off 
Highway 123 caught on fire leav- 
ing 32 Clemson students home- 
less. Officials determined the fire 
started in a bush on the ground, 
and spread through the mulch to 
some trash, finally reaching the 
outer wall of an apartment and 
into the attic. The Village Green fire 
was the most recent of four major 
fires in the Clemson area. 
Another fire occurred on Jan. 29 
in the Summit Apartments located 
in Central. Jessica Vickery, apart- 
ment manager for the Summit, 
said the fire department ruled the 
fire an accident and could not dis- 
close the origin of the fire. Vickery 
said the actual fire destroyed four 
units and water damage destroyed 
10 other units. 
Vickery said that since the 
fire was an accident, individual's 
renter's insurance covered any 
damaged or destroyed property in 
the fire. However, the renters had 
the option to pay the additional fee 
for the insurance, but it was not a 
mandatory statute in renting an 
apartment. 
Because the insurance was 
optional, many renters involved in 
the fire did not have the insurance. 
see FIRE, page A5 
Rebuilding continues in the Gulf 
Residents hopeful, 
volunteers say there is 
much to be done. 
LINDSEY ALBERTSON 
STAFF WRITER 
Shoveling through a house 
buried in mud and petroleum 
from oil spills with their bare 
hands, Charity Turner and Jad 
Taylor searched for something 
believed to be impossible to 
find. 
"The owner asked us to find 
one thing: her wedding ring 
located somewhere in the midst 
of the devastation," Turner, a 
sophomore studying health sci- 
ence and Spanish, said. 
So Turner stopped, bowed 
her head, and prayed. She 
prayed to find this woman's 
wedding ring because she knew 
she could not do it on her own. 
As impossible as it seems 
Turner and Taylor proved it is 
not impossible. Once they had 
hand-dug their way through the 
bedroom, making their way to 
the bathroom, they unraveled a 
story of hope. 
Turner went to a corner of 
the bathroom and in the first 
handful of mud she pulled up, 
the clump broke in half and 
there was the woman's wed- 
see GULF, page A8 
LIZ HUNTER /assistant photo editor 
CLEAN SWEEP: Clemson students like Lauren Fitzhugh 
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Weekly World Update 
World Report 
■ Police find another suspect 
in Hollow ay case: The Aruban 
Prosecutor's Office announced 
on Tuesday that they were hold- 
ing a 19-year-old Dutch man on 
suspicions of being involved with 
Natalee Holloway's disappearance 
in Aruba. The only thing released 
about the name of the suspect 
was his initials, G.V.C. Dutch 
teen Joran van der Sloot and two 
Surinamese brothers were the last 
three people seen with Holloway 
as she was leaving a local bar on 
the last night of her senior trip to 
the Dutch Caribbean Island. The 
three local men were arrested but 
later released after a judge ruled 
there was not enougn evidence to 
hold them. G.V.C. was arrested on 
Saturday and is scheduled to be 
held for at least eight days while 
investigations continue. G.V.C. is 
one of the many false leads and 
arrests that have been made in 
the Holloway case over the past 
several months. The other teen's 
lawyers did not return calls imme- 
diately with any comments per- 
taining to the most recent arrest. 
The lawyers did say that G.V.C. 
has not been mentioned in any 
previous investigations. 
■ Germany to open Holocaust 
files: Germany agreed to aid in 
the opening of almost 17 million 
files containing Nazi records on 
some Jews and enslaved laborers. 
These Jews and enslaved laborers 
were persecuted and slain dur- 
ing the Holocaust more than 60 
years ago by the Nazis and their 
prosecutors. At a news conference 
at the U.S. Holocaust Memorial 
Museum, the German Justice 
Minister said her country would 
work with the United States to 
assure the opening of the archives. 
The opening of these files would 
allow historians and survivor's 
access to some 30 million to 50 
million documents. Germany has 
decided to make these files public 
after previously denyingaccess to 
the files based on "privacy con- 
cerns." German Justice Minister 
Brigitte Zypries said, "We now 
assume the data will be safeguard- 
ed by those countries that copy 
the material and use it." 
■ Tension increases over 
Iran's nuclear program: 
Iranian President Mahmoud 
Ahmadinejad declared that his 
country must be ready for any 
escalating tensions over their con- 
troversial nuclear program. Iran 
claims that the steady develop- 
ment of nuclear facilities in their 
country is to generate electricity. 
The United States, Britain, Japan, 
Israel, France and Germany have 
accused Iran of using its civilian 
nuclear program as a cover to 
produce nuclear weapons. Great 
Britain, France, the United States 
and Germany are working to 
make other countries aware of the 
danger in Iran developing atomic 
weapons. Ahmadinejad said his 
country carries a message of peace 
and security, but has made several 
threatening statements about Iran 
successfully enriching uranium 
using 164 centrifuges, which could 
lead to the construction of atomic 
bombs. 
National Report 
■ Bush declares himself "the 
decider": Six retired military 
generals called for the resignation 
of defense secretary Donald 
Rumsfield critiquing his decisions 
that have been made pertaining 
to the War on Terror. The generals 
accused Rumsfield of ignoring 
advice on how to execute the 
war. Rumsfield was also accused 
of sending too few troops to 
Iraq to manage the occupation 
after the invasion in March of 
2003. In defense of Rumsfield, 
four retired generals cited that 
it was inappropriate for any 
senior military officers, active 
or retired, to criticize civilian 
leadership during war. The four 
retired generals wrote an op-ed 
piece in The Wall Street Journal 
suggesting that the six military 
generals did not understand the 
war on terrorism. President Bush 
interrupted his Easter vacation to 
speak on behalf of Rumsfield on 
Tuesday. Bush released a public 
statement in defense of the defense 
secretary. Bush deemed himself 
"the decider" and said, "he's doing 
a fine job; I strongly support him." 
■ I.D. sought for third Duke 
rape suspect Two Duke Lacrosse 
players were charged on Tuesday 
with the rape of a 27-year-old 
African American dancer that 
was hired to dance at a party the 
team was having. Sophomores 
Reade Seligmann and Collin 
Finnerty were charged with first- 
degree forcible rape, first-degree 
sexual offense and kidnapping. 
District Attorney Mike Nif ong and 
officials are still trying to gather 
enough evidence to identify the 
third suspect. Nifong said that he 
would have liked to arrest all three 
suspects at the same time but there 
was not enough evidence for him 
to do so. The case has created both 
racial and ethnic stirs in Durham, 
N. C, because the suspects are 
white and the victim is African 
American. Seligmann, 20, and 
Finnerty, 19, have bails posted 
at $400,000 and their next court 
date is scheduled for May 15. The 
defense plans to present evidence, 
including ATM receipts, that 
show that neither Seligmann nor 
Finnerty were at the team's party 
at the alleged time that the rape 
took place. 
■ New drug to prevent breast 
cancer: Raloxifene is the new drug 
that is currently being sold to 
treat bone-thinning osteoporosis. 
In a study conducted on 20,000 
women, the new drug proves to 
be the first choice for prevention 
of breast cancer in women that are 
postmenopausal and are at a high 
risk of developing the disease. 
The National Cancer Institution's 
prevention chief, Leslie Ford, 
said that the study gives women 
around the world more choices 
for drug treatment. Until the 
discovery of Raloxifene, Tamoxif en 
has been the only drug approved 
to reduce the risks of breast cancer 
in women. NCI announced on 
Monday that taking either one of 
the two forms of prevention for 
breast cancer daily for up to five 
Kears will cut a woman's chance in 
alf of developing invasive breast 
cancer. 
News By Numbers 
93 
number of years that an Indiana man says he has continuously 
bowle since the age of seven. 
900 
amount of money, in dollars, that a homeless man returned after 
finding it in a wallet while digging through garbage. 
1956 
year of postmark on a postcard that was sent back (this week) 
with a "return to sender7' stamp , . 
_     Danny Cannon 
7th Inning Stretch Singer and Jervey Custodian 
Erin Foster: How long have you been 
singing at the Clemson baseball games? 
Danny Cannon: I've been singing at 
every Clemson home game for five years. 
I'm always at the games unless something 
is going on with my family. 
EF: How did you start? 
DC: I was at a game about five years ago 
when they had a recording of "Take Me 
Out to the Ball Game." For some reason 
the music didn't play, and I just stood up 
and started singing. They approached me 
later and asked me to do it from then on. 
EF: What's your favorite thing about 
baseball? 
DC: You know where the ball is at and 
you know what's going on at all times. 
EF: If you could have a song played when 
you enter the stadium what would it be? 
DC: I don't think I could pick one, but 
"Take Me Out to the Ball Game" might 
be it. 
EF: Any game day superstitions? 
DC: During my work hours on game 
days, I practice the words to "Take Me 
Out to the Ball Game" in my head so I 
don't mess it up. 
EF: Have you ever messed it up? 
DC: They say I've missed a few words 
here and there, but I don't think so. 
EF: Any advice for the fans at the games? 
DC: They need to come out here and 
cheer them on! 
Students discuss integrity 
Professors say honor 
code should be 
implemented. 
CATE RAFF 
STAFF  WRITER 
Tuesday night, Pi Sigma 
Alpha, the Political Science 
Honor Society, held an 
Academic Ethics Forum dis- 
cussing what the University 
honor code means to the aver- 
age Clemson student. 
For the past two years, the 
Academic Integrity Committee 
has compiled a "Core Values 
Statement," a prerequisite to a 
possible campus-wide honor 
code, implemented at univer- 
sities such as Duke University, 
the University of Virginia and 
the College of William and 
Mary. 
Ideally, an honor code is con- 
firmed by students upon arrival 
to campus and encouraged by 
older peers at the university. 
The core values of a university 
are fundamental to its honor 
code. According to Daniel 
Wueste, philosophy professor 
and director for the Robert J. 
Rutland Center for Ethics, as 
an incoming freshman, "You're 
committing to these values, and 
when you cheat you're jeopar- 
dizing these values." 
Does Clemson need an 
honor code? Does Clemson 
even have a problem with 
academic integrity? Wueste 's 
answer was "Yes." 
Wueste shared from a report 
from the Center of Academic 
Integrity, of which he is a mem- 
ber: "Clemson is like most other 
colleges and universities," he 
said. "Colleges across the coun- 
try, whether they're secular, 
religious, private or public, are 
all the same. The rate of cheat- 
ing is very high, around 75 per- 
cent. That indicates something 
needs to be done." 
Student services manager 
Julia McBride confirmed the 
presence of an academic integ- 
rity problem at Clemson. The 
trouble, according to McBride, 
lies "mostly in plagiarism, 
mostly with freshmen and 
sophomores who haven't 
learned what plagiarism is; 
second is collaborating on lab 
reports." 
"Cheating is not as common 
as plagiarism," said Nathan 
Perron, a General Chemistry 
lab TA. "The actual copying of 
another person's work without 
citing the source as a refer- 
ence is very common, much 
more common than sharing 
lab reports with someone else 
in class." 
"Another thing that's going 
on is students turning in the 
same code for a computer pro- 
gramming assignment," said 
McBride. "Students are giving 
other students their assign- 
ments for a guide, but that's 
still considered wrong. If they 
do it outside of the controlled 
space of undergraduate teach- 
ing assistants, it's wrong." 
Drew Norris, a senior com- 
puter engineering major, rec- 
ognizes the cheating problem 
occurring in his computer class- 
es but is careful to avoid it. 
"I'm actually probably over- 
sensitive to the idea of cheating 
and making sure I don't do it," 
he said. "I think, on a basic 
level, it's just wrong." 
Though his professors 
do not specifically point out 
whether giving a friend one's 
own programming assignment 
as a guide is or is not actually 
cheating, "it's obvious," Norris 
said. "If you have someone 
else's program, you have the 
whole assignment in front of 
you. It's like showing someone 
the answer sheet to a test. It's 
not difficult to understand that 
that is cheating." 
According to Wueste, Norris 
is in the minority, among the 
only 20 percent of college stu- 
dents who will not bring them- 
selves to cheating. 
"For another 20 percent of 
students, cheating is not a prob- 
lem," said Wueste. "They won't 
pause over this at all. Sixty 
percent of students are in the 
middle. They're not naturally 
disposed one way or the other. 
They can be rationally persuad- 
ed either to cheat or not to." 
Wueste argued that almost 
everyone knows cheating is 
wrong. "We need to get to the 
point where they can articulate 
the reasons why cheating is 
wrong," he said. 
McBride explained what 
happens when a professor 
catches a student who is cheat- 
ing or thought to be cheating. 
"There are two options," she 
said. "A student can waive their 
right to a hearing, and they 
must accept whatever penalty 
the professor assigns. Or they 
request a hearing, rebutting the 
charge. 
They go through the 
Academic Integrity Committee, 
a five-member board with two 
students, two faculty and one 
board member. Two tenured 
faculty members from every col- 
lege sit on the board. Students 
are appointed by the Student 
Body President and must be at 
least a sophomores with a 3.0 
GPA." Each college has its own 
board of five people, totaling in 
a committee of 20 members. 
"If you have the option of 
getting a zero or cheating, just 
take the zero," said McBride. 
"You have the option of getting 
a zero on an assignment but not 
failing the class for cheating. If 
you cheat, it's on your perma- 
nent record." 
Wueste said that students 
are misled thinking of cheating 
as "a crime without a victim." 
In the case of a curve on a test, 
though, the victims are the 
other students in the class, as 
well as the professor who is try- 
ing to evaluate what students 
have learned. 
Cheating also affects unwit- 
ting victims down the road. 
"What would we do if we 
found out the structural engi- 
neer who built this building 
passed by cheating his exam," 
he said. "We'd move out." 
"A lot of students come to 
Clemson with the goal of get- 
ting a certain number of cred- 
its and a certain grade point 
average, rather than getting 
an education," said Wueste. 
"We need to shift the emphasis 
from getting a grade to getting 
knowledge. Whai's important 
is what you're learning." 
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In hopes of promoting good 
sportsmanlike behavior from 
athletes, fans and spectators, 
last week, Clemson University 
held its first Symposium on 
Civility, Sports and Society. 
The Symposium on Civility, 
Sports and Society featured 
presentations by academic 
researchers and sports admin- 
istrators and addressed issues 
like problematic spectator 
behavior at sporting events, 
victory celebrations gone wild, 
the conduct of over-enthusiastic 
parents of child athletes, rude 
behavior on the part of profes- 
sional athletes and physical 
conflict involving collegiate and 
professional teams. 
Following the November 
2004 Clemson v. University of 
South Carolina football game, 
a fight broke out between the 
two teams and was caught on 
tape, which captured the atten- 
tion of a few Clemson faculty 
members. 
"The symposium developed 
out of a concern for the behav- 
ior displayed at sporting events 
and how it is related to behavior 
off the field," said Kinly Sturkie, 
Clemson sociology department 
chairman, professor and head 
of the symposium steering com- 
mittee. 
Sturkie identified the issues 
as problem causing spectator 
behavior at sporting events, 
victory celebrations run amuck, 
the conduct of over-enthusi- 
astic parents of child athletes, 
rude behavior by professional 
athletes and physical quarrels 
among collegiate and profes- 
sional teams. 
"The symposium featured 
presenters from a variety of 
academic and professional 
backgrounds who hope to cre- 
ate some out-of-the-box solu- 
tions to some very significant 
problems," Sturkie said. 
Marketing experts at 
Clemson University have dis- 
covered the targets, triggers, 
nature and handling of specta- 
tor rage. 
"Spectator rage is a phenom- 
enon like road rage, checkout 
counter rage and air rage and 
is rooted in the nature of service 
encounters in general," said 
Clemson marketing professor 
Steve Grove, who has modi- 
fied his nationally-recognized 
research on customer rage to 
address the basic causes and 
effects of brashness at sporting 
events. 
Assistant professor of mar- 
keting Scott Jones has assisted 
Grove in his research. "Behavior 
at sporting events is quite pos- 
sibly influenced by the very 
marketing activities that are 
designed to make spectator 
sports attractive to fans," Jones 
said. 
The symposium was spon- 
sored by the College of Business 
& Behavioral Science and the 
Clemson University Athletic 
Department. 
Increasing freshmen 




Reports from the Office 
of Institutional Research and 
Planning show that overall stu- 
dent grades have showed little 
change over the past few years; 
however, this does not necessar- 
ily mean that the quality of the 
school is not improving. 
Each year, the Office of 
Institutional Research and 
Planning combines data and 
statistics to report to the Provost, 
who then reviews the data to 
find any trends in the faculty and 
departments, and looks into the 
placement of incoming freshman. 
Over the past 10 years, research 
shows that the grades of Clemson 
students have remained fairly 
constant. 
One of the major aspects the 
Provost looks at is the DFW rate. 
The DFW rate is the percentage 
of students from each course sec- 
tion who have received a D, an 
F or withdrew from the course. 
Sections with a DFW rate of more 
than 30 percent are often reviewed 
by the Provost 
The math department usually 
has the most sections listed on the 
DFW list. Many science and engi- 
neering courses also receive high 
DFW rates. 
Last year, the College of Art, 
Architecture and Humanities had 
the highest overall GPA of 3.02, but 
it has the lowest student enroll- 
ment with 2,097 students. The 
College of Engineering Sciences 
has the lowest average GPA with 
2.78. It has the second highest stu- 
dent enrollment, with 3,351 stu- 
dents, falling second to College of 
Business and Behavioral Sciences 
with 3,730 students and an aver- 
age GPA of 2.92. 
The numbers of A's, D's and 
F's have remained virtually the 
same, while the number of C's has 
decreased and B's have increased. 
One possible explanation for this 
is the LIFE Scholarship, for which 
a 3.0 is required. "Before, the dif- 
ference between a B and a C was 
only one tenth of a grade point. 
Now, it can be a difference of 
$5,000," said economics professor 
Daniel K. Benjamin. 
"Clemson is becoming 
more selective," said Catherine 
Watt, Director of the Office 
of Institutional Research and 
Planning. "An intelligent student 
comes into Clemson and sits in 
a class with 50 other brilliant 
students." 
Benjamin agrees, noticing in 
his introductory economics class- 
es that the number of freshman in 
his class has increased. The grades 
of the upperclassmen in his class- 
es have risen, but the incoming 
freshmen tend to keep the overall 
average fairly static as they adjust 
to life in the University. 
Last year Clemson experi- 
mented with a new grading 
system, Plus Grading. With 
Plus Grading approximately 65 
percent of students had a slight 
decrease in their GPA, thus the 
University decided to abandon 
the system. 
Students agree that their class- 
es are becoming more difficult, 
and in many cases professors are 
curving less. This can affect the 
classes students choose to take. 
Lauren Still, a junior study- 
ing health science recently signed 
up for her fall semester classes. 
"Usually I pick my classes based 
on how easy other people said 
getting a good grade in the class 
was and the ratings on the Rate 
My Professor Web site," she said. 
In order to keep up with 
work, Cooper library has become 
a nightly ritual for many students; 
on a walk around any of the 
floors, one will notice the abun- 
dance of students there with their 
laptops and books. 
It has become a meeting place 
for students on campus and off, 
thus contributing to a more social 
atmosphere than a studious one, 
according to one student who sees 
this as a deterrent and a reason to 
study elsewhere. 
"The library can hardly 
accommodate all the students, 
especially with the shortage of 
wall jacks to go with the laptops," 
said Karly Grice, a junior studying 
English. 
The overall quality of stu- 
dents seems to be increasing, as 
is evident in Clemson's increased 
selectivity. Professors seem to be 
getting more difficult, but the 
students seem to be studying 
more. This seems to balance out, 
explaining the almost static posi- 
tion of students' grades. 
It's that time again... 
TIME TO ORDER YOUR 
06-07 Parking Permit 
Go on-line and 
purchase your "06-07" Parking Permit. 
http://stuaff.clemson.edu/parking/ 
COMMUTERS, THE RULES FOR YOU ARE: 
1. DO NOT THROW AWAY YOUR HANGTAG IF YOU'RE RETURNING. 
2. DO NOT GIVE AWAY YOUR OLD PERMIT IF YOU ARE NOT RETURNING. IT 
WILL BE INVALID. 
3. YOU WILL RECEIVE A STICKER TO PLACE ON YOUR CURRENT HANGTAG 
FOR 06-07. 
4. After 5 p.m. permits are available to graduate students who need to park on 
campus only after 5 p.m. 
5. If you do not acquire graduate status by the time permits are issued, your permit 
will be converted to one appropriate for your class ranks. Your student bill will be 
charged the price diference. 
6. Only commuting students may purchase a hangtag. If you renew a hangtag but 
you are assigned to on-campus housing before permits are issued, you will be issued 
a decal appropriate to your housing assignment or status as a commuter. 
RESIDENCE HALL STUDENTS, THE RULES FOR YOU ARE: 
1. IF you are assigned to on-campus housing before permits are issued, you will be 
issued a decal appropriate to your housing assignment. 
FACULTY AND STAFF, THE RULES FOR YOU ARE: 
1. DO NOT THROW AWAY YOUR HANGTAG. 
2. If you are on Payroll Deduction you do not need 
to do anything. 
3. IF you are not on Payroll Deduction, you will need 
to go on-line and order your 06-07 permit. 
™ ' ■ 1 ■   ■   ■ 
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Vegetarian in the (lining hall: 
DIA ZAFEROPULOS, photo editor 
RIGHT CHOICE: Meagen Harriman 
scoures the grocery for options. 
Vegetarians have not been 
common on college campuses in 
the past, but as students become 
more health conscious, so do 
their diets. 
According to the Vegetarian 
Society, the trend has grown in 
the IIS. by 5 percent over the 
20th century. In 1950s vegetari- 
anism was almost nonexistent, 
but since 2000, 5-6 percent of the 
population does not eat meat. 
The majority of this vegetarian 
population is young adults. 
The 2005 Merriam-Webster 
dictionary defines vegetarian- 
ism as 'the theory of practice 
of living on a diet made up of 
vegetables, fruits, grains, nuts, 
and sometimes eggs or dairy 
products." 
The Vegetarian Society said 
that the typical vegetarian is 
female, young to middle aged, 
and more likely to be liberal than 
conservative. 
It is true that there are more 
female vegetarians at Clemson 
then male vegetarians, but over 
all they are a minority. 
Blair Gottfried, a sophomore 
financial management major said 
she decided to become a vegetar- 
ian because she did not really 
like the taste of meat. Gottfried 
says it is easier for her to be a 
vegetarian at Clemson because 
at home her mother rejects her 
eating decision. 
She     said     that     Clemson 
University    is    as    vegetarian 
friendly       asi t can 
get- <> 
Is it possible? 
MAGGIE MUSGRAVE 
STAFF WRITER 
Both Clemson cafeterias, 
Harcombe and Schilleter provide 
meatless pasta dishes, a full salad 
bar, and stir-fried vegetables. 
Sophomore psychology major 
Sarah Spainhour said Clemson 
cafeterias are continuing to 
improve. Harcombe now carries 
soy milk. 
"It is difficult because vegetar- 
ians are a minority and it doesn't 
seem economically profitable 
to go out of the way for a few 
people," Gottfried said. "They 
are doing the best they can do." 
Noah Welsh, a freshman 
mechanical engineering major 
said he doesn't do a very good job 
with his vegetarian diet, which 
involves a lot of Harcombe junk 
food, maybe some fruit, and defi- 
nitely too many carbohydrates. 
In addition to meatless eating, 
Welsh said he doesn't use any 
soaps or products with animal 
fats in them. This is a trait of 
veganism. 
veganism is the most common 
form of strict vegetarianism. A 
vegan diet excludes all forms of 
animal food products, such as 
eggs, milk, cheese and honey. 
The strictest vegans reject animal 
products altogether. 
Spainhour has been a vegan 
for one year. She said being a 
vegetarian at Clemson isn't hard, 
but being a vegan is. 
A typical day of eating for 
Spainhour would be oatmeal or 
cereal with soy milk, then salad, 
tofu, or cereal for lunch and din- 
ner. Spainhour said she puts in 
around an hour worth of food 
preparation per day and most of 
it is spent on dinner. She lives in 
Holmes hall, where a kitchen is 
available. 
When a kitchen is not avail- 
able, eating a fresh salad is the 
best alternative, said Spainhour. 
Suzanne Figliola, a registered 
nutritionist at Redfern Health 
Center said becoming a vegan 
is a good idea if the student has 
time to focus on his or her diet. 
Spainhour said that after 
becoming a vegan she felt 
healthier and experienced an in 
energy. 
Allison    Kerfoot,    a    junior 
studying    nutrition    said    that 
vegetarians seem to get sick 
more easily than those that 
eat meat because they have 
a  large  number  of  defi- 
ciencies,   like   iron   and 
calcium. 
Vegetarian jargon explained 
•    Lacto-ovo vegetarianism-most common form of 
vegetarianism, do not consume meat but consume dairy, 
Lacto-vegetarianism-do not consume meat or eggs but may 
consume dairy products   
Ovo-vegetarianism- do not eat meat or dairy products, but 
may eat eggs _ 
Vesanism- exclude all animal products from their diet 
ANNE MARLER Matt 
EATING HEALTHFULLY: Leah Andress waits as her vegetarian meal is 
prepared at Schilleter dining hall. 
Spainhour said she gets most 
of her calcium from vitamins. 
To maintain a healthy vegetar- 
ian or vegan lifestyle the proper 
vitamins should be taken to com- 
pensate for important nutrients 
found in animal products. 
Figliola said it is difficult to 
follow a vegetarian diet in col- 
lege, because of all the planning 
and time involved in making 
meals. "When making the deci- 
sion to be a vegetarian, you 
must be willing to make eating a 
hobby," she said. 
According to studies done by 
the Vegetarian Society, vegetar- 
ians have stronger immune sys- 
tems than meat eaters. 
Figliola said she maintained 
a vegetarian lifestyle from grade 
nine until recently. She felt the 
healthiest when eating a veg- 
etarian diet. 
The vegetarian food 
—•^j     pyramid     is     almost 
identical  to   the  typi- 
cal meat eater's food pyramid, 
the only difference being the 
third tier meat section. In place 
of meat, there should be two to 
three servings of nuts, seeds, tofu 
and soy milk. 
Because the food pyramids are 
so similar one would think that a 
vegetarian and meat eater's diet 
would be as well. In fact, stud- 
ies completed by the Vegetarian 
society show that vegetarians eat 
a significantly healthier diet than 
non-vegetarians. 
Figliola said vegetarians have 
to make time to prepare food. 
Preparing food rather then eat- 
ing out makes a big difference in 
healthy eating. If students do not 
have time to make allowances to 
their diet, do not put as much 
effort into their meals. As a result 
they end up consuming less fresh 
products and eating more fast 
food, said Figliola. 
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FIRE: safety awareness 
prevents future fires fromVageAi 
who were still covered under 
their parents' insurance were 
able to file the claim through 
their parents' insurance com- 
pany, but many renters were 
still left without help or cov- 
erage. 
Vickery said the Summit 
is now taking more precau- 
tions when it comes to fire 
safety. They are now giving out 
renter's insurance information 
packets to all of their residents, 
and they removed all the char- 
coal grills from the complex. 
The Clemson University 
Fire Department (CUFD) han- 
dles all fires in the Clemson 
community, both on and off 
campus. Captain Bill Shivar 
of the CUFD said that just 
because there was a cluster 
of fires around the same time 
does not mean that Clemson 
is lacking in fire safety. 
"Perception is not always the 
same as reality," he said. 
Shivar said that part of the 
issue is news reporting. "Not 
all fires are reported and many 
fires never make it on the 
news," he said. "That doesn't 
mean there were no fires in the 
past year." 
Shivar also said that more 
apartment complexes does not 
mean more fires. How much a 
fire spreads depends on how 
early a fire is detected. Closer 
quarters means a neighbor 
may detect a fire more quickly 
in an apartment complex ver- 
sus a neighborhood of single- 
unit homes with more distance 
between them. 
Shivar said that fire safety 
is continuing to grow with the 
expanding population of the 
city of Clemson. "Any time 
you put more human beings in 
a higher density, whether it be 
a dormitory or an apartment 
complex, all factors that cause 
fires will increase," Shivar 
said. 
To counteract this, Shivar 
said all dormitories on campus 
will be fitted with sprinkler 
systems by the end of the 
summer. The fire department 
will continue building inspec- 
tions on and off campus. The 
CUFD and the Central Fire 
Department team up regu- 
larly to bring in students from 
Anderson and Pickens coun- 
ties to the fire station and teach 
them about fire prevention and 
suppression. 
Also, building codes are 
changing to stop the use of 
common attics in apartment 
complexes. Fires spread more 
quickly through building that 
share an open attic. Fire walls 
and fire stops are now built 
into some apartment attics to 
stop the spread of fire from 
apartment-to-apartment. 
Shivar was optimistic about 
the advanced technology in fire 
safety and prevention. "As we 
progress and learn more things 
we can build better, stronger 
and more fire resistant com- 
plexes," Shivar said. 
Chief offers safe party tips 
TOM HAMILTON   -tjlt 
CHECK THE DATE: Kyle Bennett checks the expiration date on 
his fire extinguisher to make sure it is still effectiveA 
MCAT classes 
starting soon! 
Classes for the August MCAT Starting Soon at: 
Clemson University 
Class begins May 15th and meets M&W 
evenings at 6:00 pm. Class Code: MCGV6005 
Greenville Kaplan Center 
Class begins June 10th and meets T, W, and Thu 
evenings at 6:00 pm. Class Code: MCGV6006 
KAPLAN 1-800-KAP-TEST kaptest.com Higher test score; guaranteed or your money back 
Police say ignorance 
is no excuse for 
breaking the law. 
MARGARET PARISH 
STAFF WRITER 
Week in and week out 
Clemson students are arrested or 
ticketed for alcohol-related charg- 
es. According to CUPD, ignorance 
of the law is not a viable excuse, 
so how exactly do students party 
safely? According to Robert 
Griffin, Captain of Clemson City 
Police's Criminal Investigation 
Unit, if all students knew how to 
party safely, Clemson would have 
a safe, legal and happy student 
population. 
Clemson sports have a ten- 
dency to bring large tailgaring 
crowds which sometimes are 
accompanied by alcoholic bever- 
ages. 
It is illegal for students to have 
an open container anywhere in 
the corporate city limits, even if 
you are 21. This includes public 
streets and apartment complexes. 
Drinking outside on personal 
property, however, is legal if you 
are 21. 
If a student is walking home 
from anywhere, whether it is a bar 
or a party, they should remember 
that a State Ordinance against 
public drunkenness exists. Police 
officers can legally arrest individ- 
uals who are clearly drunk and on 
public property for what they say 
are safety reasons. 
"Ninety-nine percent of the 
time, we just try to get you home 
safely instead of writing you a 
ticket," said Griffin. "People don't 
believe it, but we work really hard 
to keep kids out of jail for having 
too much to drink. We understand 
that things just happen." 
Sympathy changes, however, 
with "attitude problems." 
"Sometimes attitude gets 
in the way of common sense," 
said Griffin. "So if someone gets 
locked up, it's what they wanted, 
not what we wanted. We don't 
get a rush out of taking people 
to jail." 
Students do need to realize 
that police officers are only there 
for their protection. For example, 
Griffin said that if an intoxicated 
student was to ask an officer for 
help home, the officer would be 
more than glad to help. 
Underage students at parties 
with alcohol are not necessarily in 
trouble if the party gets raided. If 
an underage student hasn't been 
drinking at that party, they cannot 
get in trouble. Lying, of course, is 
out of the question. 
Griffen said the police have 
what is called a passive alcohol 
sensor, which tells an officer if 
someone has been drinking. 
The device can also be used 
on beverage cups, which is why 
if a student is caught on public 
property with a cup, there is no 
use lying to the officer. 
"If I ask what7 s in the cup, and 
they say 'Coke', I shine the sensor 
in their cup and say, 'Coke and 
what?'" said Griffin. 
Griffin said several things can 
be done before a party to ensure a 
safe, legal and fun time. 
First, he said, all students 
should adhere to the number one 
rule: Don't drink and drive. The 
individual throwing the party 
should designate a driver before 
the party even begins. That way, 
at least one person remains sober 
to drive guests home. 
"Talk to your neighbors," 
said Griffin. 'Tell them you plan 
on having a party. There are cer- 
tain rules of party etiquette." A 
neighbor's   understanding   and 
patience can make the difference 
between a successful party and no 
party at all. 
If hosts have their neighbor's 
cooperation, the chance of get- 
ting a noise violation is greatly 
reduced. The penalty of a noise 
violation is generally that of a 
speeding ticket. Rarely does a 
noise violation mean incarcera- 
tion for the host and often a first 
time violator will receive only a 
warning. Of course, that is up to 
the host. 
"You'll get incarcerated with a 
bad attitude," said Griffin. Repeat 
offenses can also result in jail time. 
But if s not like we ride around 
looking for noise. We have more 
important things to do. If if s not 
bothering the neighbors, it gener- 
ally isn't going to bother us." 
The host should also plan out 
where guests will park, and set 
rules about throwing beer cans 
or bottles outside of the house or 
apartment. Griffin emphasized 
that it is important that the host 
not be drunk. 
"When parties get out of hand 
is when the host has too much to 
drink," he said. 
Students throwing parties 
should remember one thing: If 
they provide the alcohol, they 
can be held liable for any alcohol- 
related incidents. 
If a guest at a party gets 
drunk, drives home and gets into 
a car crash, the host who provided 
the alcohol can be called into a 
civil suit. If a party is raided and 
minors are drinking alcohol, the 
host can be charged for the trans- 
ference of alcohol to a minor. 
While these guidelines might 
seem to thwart the very nature of 
a party, it can prove that it is better 
to be safe than sorry. 
"We're not saying don't do it, 
we're saying do it within the law," 
says Griffin, " Like everything in 
life, think before you act." 
Test Prep and Admissions 
•MCAT Is a registered trademark of the Association of American Medical Colleges.'•Conditions and restrictions apply. For 
complete guarantee eligibility requirements, visit kaptest.com/hsg. The Higher Score Guarantee only applies to Kaplan 
courses taken and completed within the United States and Canada. 
THE HONOR SOCIETY OF 
PHI KAPPA PHI 























































Phi Kappa Phi is the oldest and largest collegiate honor society that inducts 
scholars from all academic fields. The Clemson chapter invites for 
membership juniors in the top 7,5 percent of their class, seniors and 
graduate students int he top 10 percent, and a limited number of faculty 
who excel in their fields. Clemson's chapter was founded in 1938. 
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SAT, ACT scores optional 
Colleges reduce 
pressure for success 
on standard tests. 
JENNIFER SALANE 
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR 
Have you ever wondered what 
your college admissions process 
would have been like if submit- 
ting your SAT and ACT scores was 
optional? 
Many students become stuck in 
a situation where their cumulative 
grade point average is acceptable 
but their standardized test scores 
are not. 
Aside from a student's grade 
point average and extra curricular 
activities, many colleges and uni- 
versities across the country require 
an SAT or ACT score to be sub- 
mitted as part of their application 
process. 
Not requiring a standardized 
test score from either the SAT or 
ACT is a new policy that several 
liberal arts colleges ranked among 
the top 50 by U.S. News and World 
Report are experimenting with. 
The College of the Holy Cross 
in Worcester, Mass., and Knox 
College in Galesburg, 111., made 
these changes to their admission 
processes this past fall. 
Several other colleges, including 
Eckerd College in St. Petersburg, 
Fla., and Bennington College in 
Vermont plan to make the stan- 
dardized test scores optional for 
students in the fall of 2007. 
Many factors have contributed 
to the changes made in these col- 
lege admission processes. 
One reason that many colleges 
have taken SAT and ACT scores 
out of their admissions process is 
because of the new three-hour, 45- 
minute SAT with the essay section 
that was first administered in 2005. 
Georgia Briggs, a junior in high 
school, took the new version of the 
SAT with the new essay portion. 
"Obviously the writing did 
make it harder," said Briggs. 
"According to our high school 
counselors the colleges do not even 
look at the writing portion." 
The outset of the new test and 
the increase in the number of adver- 
tisements put out by test-prep com- 
panies add to the amount of stress 
and worry that students face with 
the essay portion of the test. 
"What this represents is a dissat- 
isfaction or worse with the changes 
in the SAT," said Robert Schaeffer, 
a spokesman for Fair Test, a non- 
profit organization that says tests 
are overused. 
As more and more colleges con- 
tinue to make the scores optional, 
the number of colleges considering 
making the same changes steadily 
increases. 
Twenty-four of the top 100 
liberal arts colleges, as ranked by 
the U.S. News and Weekly Report 
are score-optional and a total of 730 
U.S. colleges do not require SAT or 
ACT scores. 
"The amount of time, energy 
and money spent on tests distorts 
how students spend on their time," 
said Steven Syverson, Dean of 
Admissions at Lawrence University 
in Appleton, Wisconsin. "We want 
them to be high school students." 
Closer to home, Clemson 
University and the University of 
South Carolina have toyed with 
the idea of making these test scores 
optional as well. 
Admissions counselors at 
Clemson and USC are aware of 
the changes that are being made at 
several colleges across the country, 
but they are also aware that most of 
those colleges are smaller, private 
schools. 
"Most large universities are not 
planning to make these changes, 
but we are considering all of our 
options," said USC's director of 
admissions Scott Verzyl. 
Clemson and USC admissions 
counselors agree that their students 
were not adversely affected by 
the recent issues with the scoring 
errors. There were only a few scores 
that were corrected. 
"We are not going to deviate 
from our current program in terms 
of using the SAT as part of that 
academic decision," said Clemson's 
associate director of admissions, 
Bob Bennett. "There are schools 
that have gone many years without 
the SAT." 
Several colleges are even con- 
sidering using entrance examina- 
tions in place of standardized tests 
much like they were "back in the 
turn of the century," according to 
Bennett. 
"We are still going to require 
that students still take the SAT with 
the writing section, as well as the 
ACT," Bennett said. 
The optional scores could be 
part of the reason that USC has 
decided to weigh other parts of the 
admission application heavier than 
others. 
"We're always trying to improve 
our admission process," Verzyl said. 
"We have moved to an expanded 
review where we consider other 
factors besides standardized scores, 
such as leadership, extracurricular 
activities and community service 
that might suggest motivation." 
For now Clemson, USC and 
others schools across the country 
will continue to do whatever is best 
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Fueling up for finals 
By Kimberly Rapp, MS, RD, LDN 
Registered Dietitian for Clemson Dining 
Services 
Have you started studying for finals 
yet? Or do you cram as much studying 
in as you can the night before the final? 
During these cram sessions, do you find 
yourself eating whatever you can find 
and not paying attention to how much 
of it you are eating? 
I'm sure this isn't the first time you 
have heard this before, but I want to 
reiterate the importance of fueling your 
body properly to maximize your study- 
ing time and help you to get the higher 
grade on that final! 
Here are some easy tips you should 
follow in the next couple of weeks to 
help fuel yourself for all the studying 
that is ahead of you. 
• Just like your mom said.... eat 
your breakfast! Take the extra few min- 
utes in the morning to start your day off 
right. Plan to get up and have breakfast 
in the dining hall or have your favorite 
breakfast items in your room for easy 
access. The best breakfast choices con- 
tain a combination of carbohydrates, 
protein and fat. This combination 
will help to sustain your energy level 
throughout your morning. Some great 
choices include: (1) cereal with skim 
milk, yogurt and fruit; (2) whole grain 
toast with peanut butter, skim milk and 
fresh fruit; (3) scramble eggs, whole 
grain toast and fresh fruit; or (4) bagel   foods and those with a lot of added fat 
with cream cheese, skim milk and fresh   and sugar.   Choose whole grains, lean 
fruit. 
• Stay hydrated.... carry a water 
bottle with you throughout the day. 
This will help you to stay refreshed 
and give you a sense of 
fullness to help keep you 
away from some of the 
more unhealthy snacks. 
• Keep healthy 
snacks with you for 
those mid-morning or 
mid-afternoon cravings. 
Like breakfast, the snack 
should combine carbo- 
hydrates and protein to 
help sustain your energy 
level. Some great snacks 
to carry with you or keep 
available in your room 
or apartment include: 
Don't forget 
regular exercise 
which keeps you 
and your mind 
awake and alert. 
meats and lots of fruits and vegetables. 
•     Don't  forget  regular  exercise. 
Exercise can help keep you and your 
mind awake and alert by upping the 
oxygen     flow     into 
your body. If you find 
yourself dozing while 
studying, take a 10- 
minute break. Get up 
and walk around the 
building   and   don't 
forget   your   regular 
exercise routine.    At 
least try to get a regu- 
lar Vi hour workout 
everyday.    This will 
help relieve the stress 
of finals too! 
,   T • And    final- 
whole grain   ly.... get a good night sleep. Don't stav 
crackers and peanut butter, cereaf bar,   up tog late; a full 6?8 hoursof sleep wnl 
or— ' ^^ and diP' freSh fmit'   heiP lOU wake UP feelinS relaxed Tnd ur yuguir. refreshed. 
• Watch your portion size.... espe- If you want to maximize your poten- 
cially if you do choose the occasional tial at getting the best erade vou Sn on 
unhealthy snack. Read the food labels your^fu^^^^0^ 
for an accurate portion size and don't will guide you to fuZg vourXdv aS 
eat from a snack bag. Portion the food keeping yourself heahfiy so vou can 
out into smaller bags, so if you do male tne most of vour studv timP 
choose it you are limited to the appro- And n Z? 7? Y A 
priate portion size.                         FP somp  Pvt™  kS       '        • y°U    nee? 
• Eat   a   hpalthv   Hin^or    ,„ ■      ?u-       extra helP  or  assistance  with fcat   a   nealtny   dinner,   again   this you  can alwavs  contact mP  at 
a healthy balance of carbohydrates,    vTduIHzid^eTr^Kd eoocfluck with 
protein and fat.   Stay away from fried   those finals!!!! § 
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Get Rich or Die Tryin' 
April 20, 21 & 22 @ 8pm 
McKissick Theater 




I Friday, April 21, 1-8pm 
Bowman Field 
Refreshments and FREE T-SHIRTS will be 
provided to participants! Prizes will be 
to the winnina team members! 
*Take Back the Night 5K Run/Walk* 
Sponsored by: WSBF, PHE, SHAC. Panhellenic 
Council, CGSA, Coca-Cola & CLEMSONLiVE 
Friday, April 21 
Race begins at 6pm 
LiVE concert after the race from 7pm-Midniqht 
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3* THIS FALL * 
ASIAN EXPRESS CVISIHE 
AT THE HEHVRIX CENTER 
LATER HOURS AT HARCOMBE 
DINING HALL 
fRESH NEW LOOK AT 
SCHILLETTER DINING HALL 
(FLOORS, BOOTHS & MORE.'.') 
VISIT US ONUNE AT WWrW.CiCMSON.CPU/PININO 
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Try All The Winning Varieties! 
•HOT POCKETS" 
Brand Stuffed Sandwiches 
•LEAN POCKETS* 
Brand Stuffed Sandwiches 
•CROISSANT POCKETS 
Brand Stuffed Sandwiches 
Check us out online at wwwJIOTPOCKETS.com. 
Our new online store features all the must-have 
HOT POCKETS® brand sandwiches gear! 
|  MFG. COUPON |   EXPIRES JULY 17, 2006 
Save50 
HOT POCKETS8, LEAN POCKETS8, 
CROISSANT POCKETSVmd Stuffed Sandwicha 
Coupon void if altered, copied, sold, purchased, transferred, exchanged or where prohibited or 
restricted by law. CONSUMER: Unit one coupon per specftted item(s) purchased. This coupon 
good onty on product sizes and varieties indicated. RETAILER: Nestle Prepared Foods Company, 
Hand-held Foods Group will reimburse you face value plus Be, it submitted n compliance with the 
Nestle Prepared Foods Company, HandbeU Foods Group Manufacturer's Coupon Redemption 
Policy dated 10/1/35, avaiabe upon request Consumer must pay sales tax Good only in USA 
Send coupons to Nestle Prepared Foods Company, Handhek) Foods Group, CMS Oept, #43695, 
PO Box 00020.1 Faucet! Drive, Del Re, TX Ttm. Cash vaJue 1/20t. "43695"300 
FACE CHALLENGES. 
HELP OTHERS. 
MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
EVERY DAY. 
BUILDING TEAMS IN: 
Sales, Lot, Cashiers, 
Specialty Sales and Freight 
BENEFITS: 
• Full and Part-time Benefits 
• Tuition Reimbursement 
•FutureBuilder401(K) 
• Bonus Opportunities 
• A Career with Growth 
Opportunity 
You can do it. 
we can help 
Ready to join our team? 
Full, part-time and seasonal opportunities available. Apply online today. 
careers.homedepot.com 
The Home Depot is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Bilingual candidates are 
encouraged to apply. Available positions may vary by store. 
In the Books will bB back next year! 
GULF: Residents fear new season /™»w,u 
ding ring. 
Stories of hope, like this one, 
are found deep beneath the 
rubble and beyond the devasta- 
tion that Hurricane Katrina left 
behind. 
Turner and Taylor traveled 
over spring break to St. Bernard 
Parish, La., with the Wesley 
Foundation, a diverse group of 
community members as well as 
students from the University. 
"I wanted to do something 
that was worth my time — a 
purposeful spring break, and my 
dad really encouraged me to go 
because this will be in our histo- 
ry books one day," Turner said. 
The Wesley group gutted 
houses as part of their service, 
cleaning the mud, oil and junk 
out of the house, and placing the 
trash in piles by the road. 
"The piles were twice as tall 
as us, and I never saw our piles 
get picked up," Turner said. 
Other groups from the com- 
munity also went to the Gulf 
Coast for spring break. 
Tim Strickland, a junior 
studying civil engineering, 
stayed in DTberville, Miss., and 
worked in Pass Christian, Miss., 
with the Presbyterian Student 
Association from Fort Hill 
Presbyterian Church, located in 
downtown Clemson. 
Strickland explained that 
about 90 percent of Pass 
Christian was destroyed. There 
is no longer a police station, a 
fire station and city hall is now 
a trailer in front of rubble of the 
old one. 
Strickland's fear is that 
America has already forgotten 
the victims of this disaster and 
that Americans do not realize 
how devastated this place still 
is eight months after the hur- 
ricane. 
"The needs are as unique as 
the people in this small commu- 
nity; three are high on the prior- 
ity list: childcare, elderly and the 
library services," Vira May, Chair 
of the City of Pass Christian 
Recovery Fund, said. 
While organizations are 
helping with what they can, the 
residents still fear that another 
hurricane could come through. 
"One resident, whose hus- 
band is a meteorologist, said that 
the water is 6 degrees warmer 
than it should be; they're very 
aware that the same thing 
could happen again this year," 
Strickland said. 
HABITS: Healthy alternatives exist fr 
of caffeine," said Parvin Lewis, 
the director of health education 
at Clemson. "More than 300 
milligrams is intolerable for the 
body." 
According to Lewis excessive 
use of caffeine in the late eve- 
ning especially makes students 
more irritable, nervous, and 
causes them to stay up late in an 
unhealthy way. 
Lewis said that students use 
caffeine so much that students 
become mentally addicted to it 
rather than physically addicted. 
It is then harder and harder to 
stop using caffeinated products; 
students have to be forced to 
stop. 
Caffeine not only makes the 
user irritable and tired, it also 
takes a tremendous amount of 
fluid out of the body quickly. The 
body then becomes dehydrated 
and on top of all of that, help- 
ful minerals within the body are 
taken out. 
All of these symptoms seem 
to be tolerable if the product caus- 
ing them can help you study. 
"Caffeine does not really 
make a difference when it comes 
to studying; it makes you jittery 
more than anything else," said 
Kimberly Rapp, the registered 
dietarian at Clemson. It makes 
you lose your concentration, and 
just stay up longer." 
Some students have different 
takes on the effect caffeine has 
on them when used for study 
purposes. 
"Using caffeinated products 
does make a difference when I 
am studying," said sophmore 
Jimmy Henned.  Certain things 
om page Al 
make me concentrate better, 
while many others make me stay 
up late; the Stacker pills at the gas 
station make me concentrate, but 
energy drinks make me stay up 
late. And the morning after I feel 
fine, maybe because I drink water 
and eat after I take a pill." 
There are some alternatives to 
products containing so much caf- 
feine. Tea has half of the amount 
of milligrams of caffeine as coffee 
and energy drinks do. 
Coffee also has a lower calorie 
count than energy drinks. It pro- 
vides a good amount of caffeine, 
if used in moderation, without 
the extra calories that energy 
drinks provide. 
But, above all a healthy diet 
and lifestyle helps when dealing 
with the combination of caffeine 
and studying.   - 
MP3: Viruses attach to illegal files>m^2 
some of her friends hooked on that 
music group. They all then bought 
tickets to a concert to go and see 
the group play live. 
"How is that not helping the 
artist?" said Verch. "Without ille- 
gal file-sharing, that group would 
have been five concert tickets 
down. And the price of five concert 
tickets is much more consequential 
than one CD." 
Despite the defenses students 
may have for file sharing, the 
fact is that MP3 downloading 
through peer-to-peer networks is 
still illegal, especially at Clemson. 
Some students are unaware that 
Clemson has strict policies regard- 
ing illegal MP3 downloads. 
Clemson University's Division 
of Computing and Information 
Technology (DCIT) states illegal 
MP3 downloading as a misuse of 
computing resources. All misuse 
of computing resources can result 
in the student user's account being 
suspended, blocked or restricted. 
Since illegal MP3 download- 
ing is also a violation of the law, 
DCIT also may refer violators to 
the appropriate law enforcement 
agency. The violators' names are 
given to DOT by the copyright 
holders. According to Pamela 
Bowen, DCIT's publication man- 
ager, there have already been 
42 violations forwarded to the 
Student Council. 
DCIT does not act as an 
enforcement agency, however, 
said Bowen. 
"We do prioritize traffic to 
and from the Internet in order of 
importance,   and   point-to-point 
[peer-to-peer] traffic is low on the 
priority list," said Bowen. "But 
every notice of infringement we 
get is turned over to the Office of 
Student Conduct after we identify 
the responsible individual." 
The practical reasons to avoid 
illegal MP3s should be taken into 
consideration as well. According 
to Bowen, DCIT sees hundreds of 
laptops a semester that are heavily 
infected with spyware. Spyware is 
all too easy to catch via the peer-to- 
peer networking system. 
Last weekend, students 
should have seen a new survey by 
Student Government that was e- 
mailed to Clemson students about 
the possibility of a free and legal 
file sharing network for Clemson 




il congratulates this year's award 
recipient 
I MASTER TEACHER 
2006 
MARTY WILLIAMS 
RSI of the management department, 
For his excellence in undergraduate teaching. 
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Monday - Friday 
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
315 Hendrix Center 
Clemson, SC 29634 
By Phone: (864) 656-2150 
By Fax: (864) 656-4772 
By Email: classified@thetigemews.com 
In Person: 315 Hendrix Center 
3 p.m. Tuesday Students: 25 cents/word 
Other: 50 cents/word 
Cash, Check 
(864) 656-2150 • classified@TheTigerNews.com 
ml    HELP WANTED 
Servers, Cooks, Dishwash- 
ers needed for new lounge. 
Apply daily 2-4 pm. Bang- 
kok Thai 518 College Ave 
#130. No Experience neces- 
sary. 
Summer Work. Make 
2200 per month while 
gaining invaluable work 
experience for your 
future. Call Mark now at 
(434)409-8413. 
Ill] FOR SALE 
Looking to Buy a Condo? 
Look 1st at www.College 
Condominiums.com Fast, 
Free, Easy. Direct links 
to developer's web site. 
Search by School or State. 
FOR RENT 
House. Clemson. 3 BR/ 
1.5 BA.W/D. Minutes to 
campus. Available August. 
$825/mo. 888-7388. 
Large 1 and 2 Bedroom 
with 2 Bath Apartments 
ready to move-in now! 
Starting at $350. Great 
location less than 1 mile 
to campus. W/D 
call (864) 884-0328 
Townhouse. Clemson. 
2 bed, 1.5 bath. Washer/ 
dryer, updated appliances. 
Available August, $500. 
Call 888-7388. 
Quiet end until condo. 2 
BR/2.5 BA. W/D, deck, 
covered porch, .25 mile 
from campus. 
(864) 223-4477. 
For rent-available Aug. 
2 BR/1 BA apt. Washer/ 
dryer, ref., stove, H20 in- 
cluded, pets are allowed, 
1 mi. from campus. $500 
deposit, 1-yr. lease. Call 
Tom (864) 963-0720. 
Live downtown and walk 
to class this summer. 
Rent one, two or three 
bedrooms in a three-bed- 
room apartment. Rent 
is $225 per month per 
bedroom or $650 per 
month for the entire apart- 
ment. (864) 494-0755 or 
asteinb@clemson.edu. 
Hart's Cove. 3 BR/3 BA, 
Fall 06 and Spring 07, 
early move in. Utilities in- 
cluded. $1200/mo or $400 
per student. 
Cheap summer leases! 
Will also rent for single 
semesters. Call 525-0961 
$50 finders fee for any 
referrals that sign!! 
Must sublease Hart's 
Cove apt. Available May- 
July 31. $250/mo. Call 
(864)346-0529. 
Studying abroad/ 
Internship this fall? Move 
into a great Woodlands 
apt when you get back! 2 
stories, hardwood floors, 
private bath, dogs al- 
lowed, washer/dryer, elec 
ac/heat, and more! Con- 
tact Stephanie for more 
info (828) 506-6931. 
Hart's Cove. 3 BR/3 BA 
Condo! Second floor unfur- 
nished apt. with great views. 
Close to campus. One-year 
leasesavailable. $1100/mo. 
Security Deposits required. 
Call 
(864) 654-3232. 
The Woodlands. 3 BR/B A 
condo units. No wait list! 
Available in August. New, 
privately owned units in 
gated community with 
swimming pool, club 
house, beach volleyball 
courts and party pavil- 
ion. Close to campus, 
wired for phone, cable 
and high speed Internet. 
Get settled for next year. 
Security deposit required. 
Call Rob (770) 402-7458 
or Bill (770) 587-6861. 
RobertP @ clemson. edu 
Summer. Hart's Cove. 
May-July 31. 2 BR apt. 
$735.32/month (367.66 
per person). HartsCove 
Summer@yahoo.com. 
Gym, pool, tanning bed 
and lake access. E-mail 
mguy@clemson.edu with 
any questions. 
Lease 2 BR duplex apt. 
All appliances supplied. 
Near bike shop downtown. 
$800/mo. 653-5758. 
Week/weekend get- 
away. Seneca, 7 miles 
to Clemson. Fully fur- 
nished. 2BR/2BA, Sleeps 
6, vacationrentals.com/ 
vacation-rentals/ 
19414.html. (864) 963- 
3198. 
3 BR house for RENT. 
Pendleton. 10 min from 
CU. Quiet neighborhood. 
Nice kitchen. W/D. Avail- 
able June. $705/mo ($235/ 
person). Call Carolyn at 
261-7710. Leave message. 
3 BR apt. in Clemson. 
$425/mo. Contact Fort Hill 
Property Management. (864) 
654-1000. 
4 BR, 3 BA. 20 min. 
from campus. Private, 
quiet, 2 fireplaces. $200/ 
wk. Water and electric 
included. New tile, toilet, 
and sink. Farmhouse, 
completely furnished w/ 
washer and dryer, porch. 
Call (864) 304-2925. 
For rent, 2 BR apt. A/C, 
appliances. $350 + Dep. 
 350-7128.  
Summer subleases need- 
ed. Four rooms available. 
602 University Place. 
jefferb@clemson.edu. 
For rent. Condo. 251 Webb 
Heights Circle, Seneca, SC 
29678. (864) 247-0604. 
$650/month. Overlooking 
Lake Hartwell. 2 BR/2 BA. 
Washer/dryer. Beach, 
Quiet Neighborhood. Pets 
OK. 
Clemson House for rent. 
3 BR/1.5 BA, fenced back 
yard, pool table, great 
for 3 students. Available 
8/1/06, contact at (770) 
312-6659. 
Lake Houses on Hart- 
well with dock for rent. 
Beautifully furnished, 
utilities included, close to 
Clemson. Perfect for 4-6 
roommates. No pets/no 
smoking. Owner/agent 
404-579-0961. 
For rent 2 BR/1 B A house 
near Airport. 5 minutes 
for campus, washer & 
dryer connections. $550 
per month. Call 650-0832. 
House in Clemson. 3 br, 1 
bath. Screened porch. $825/ 
month. 653-3512. 
Lg. 1, 2, and 4 BRs for rent. 
1 mile from campus, wd. 
Starting at $350, contact 
(864) 884-0328. 
For rent: Summer sublease 
at Univ. Village. 1 br avail- 
able. $340/mo. Call Josh at 
(864) 915-0798 
for info. 
2 BR/1 BAapt. in 
Pendleton. $395/mo. Con- 
tact (864) 224-2536. 
Mm MISCELLANEOUS 
Unlimited calling in US, 
Canada and 20 other 
countries $29.95/monthly. 
19 calling features plus 
local/long distance in- 
cluded. Portable VoIP 
adapter can be used when 





Sports Lounge. Try our 
"Iron Mike Mouthfull," 
"Rodman Headbutt," or 
"Kournakova Service." 518 
College, across Post Office, 
Server Wanted. 
Wanted to purchase a 
good quality set of bed 
frames. Must bolt to- 
gether and be sturdy. Call 
207-1516. 
TRAVEL 
Myrtle Beach, S.C. Spring 
Break-Grad Week. $100 
and up per person, www.r 
etreatmyrtlebeach.com. 1- 
(800) 645-3618. 
Softball  Tournament 
Come Help Us STRIKE OUT CANCER!! 
When: Saturday, April 22 
12pm-8pm 
Where: Lower Intramural Fields 
Enjoy food, drinks, and music! 
All proceeds benefiting 
St. Jude Children's Research Hospital 
& Greeneville Cancer Center 
Entry fee only $1 
5 THE»TIGER £ 
SPORTS SECTION B 
ROY WELSH 
sports editor emeritus 
Speak up 
Clemson! 
Barring a horrid nose-dive 
in my academic progress 
over the next few weeks, 
I will walk across the stage at 
Littlejohn Coliseum on May 12 
and receive my diploma from 
Clemson University. My career 
as an undergraduate is about 
to come to an end, and like 
most college seniors, I have 
mixed feelings about graduat- 
ing. 
This will be my last column 
for this great paper, and I'll try 
and spare you the emotional 
rabble rousing that has per- 
vaded my pieces many times 
in the past. My beliefs are sim- 
ple: Clemson University is the 
greatest school on the planet 
with the greatest people on the 
planet. I have clear biases and 
I make no denials that they 
exist. 
While Clemson is a won- 
derful place, there are plenty 
of things that occur on campus 
with which I disagree. I am not 
alone on this point. I feel that 
the students of this university 
are often taken for granted, 
and that has annoyed me to a 
great extent. This institution 
should be all about the stu- 
dents, and I believe students' 
best interests should always be 
kept in mind. 
My advice to students on 
campus is to become more 
active. If you believe there is 
something that can be done 
better at Clemson, stand up 
and be counted. There are a 
great number of concerns that 
directly affect students on a 
day-to-day basis. If you think 
things should be done better, 
then speak out. Media is a 
great medium to express your 
views. 
This is not a piece pro- 
moting any media outlet on 
campus, nor is it meant to 
promote any particular ideol- 
ogy. I consider myself to be a 
rabid moderate, which means 
I tend to find myself dis- 
gusted with both parties that 
dominate American politics. 
Let me make myself clear: I 
am not suggesting that one 
should write for The Tiger. If 
you think The Tiger is run by 
see FAREWELL, page B4 
TIGER SCHEDULE — 
FRIDAY 4/21 
Baseball 
vs. Boston College — 




— Winston-Salem, N.C. — 
All Day 
Tigers dominate ACC matches 





The Clemson men's ten- 
nis team had an outstanding 
weekend of ACC play as the 
team handily defeated both 
Boston College and Maryland. 
Both matches took place here in 
Clemson on Saturday afternoon, 
and with the wins, the 21st 
ranked Tigers improved their 
record to 21-9 overall and 5-6 in 
the ACC. 
The first match of the day for 
the Tigers was against the Eagles 
of Boston College. Clemson got 
off to a great start in this match 
and never looked back. The 
Tigers dominated the Eagles all 
afternoon, and in the end, the 
team walked off the court with 
a shutout 7-0 victory. 
In doubles, Clemson earned 
the point after sweeping all 
three of the doubles matches. 
The number one duo of Clement 
Reix and Jermaine Jenkins eas- 
ily downed the team of Soma 
Kesthley and Sam Wagner 8-1. 
At number two doubles, 
Sander Koning and Ryan Young 
defeated the Eagles duo com- 
prised of Jason Sechrist and 
Brian Hartness 8-6. And at the 
number three doubles match, 
Brett Twente and Paul Koenke 
took care of business 8-4 against 
the Boston College team of 
Alex Rastorgouev and Michael 
Reiser. 
The Eagles did not fare much 
better in singles as only two of" 
the six singles matches played 
went to the full three sets. At 
the No. 1 spot, Reix defeated 
Kesthley 6-3, 5-7 and 7-6. No. 
2 action saw Koning defeat the 
Eagles' Sechrist 1-6, 7-6 and 6- 
2. Young downed Hartness 6-2, 
6-0 at the third spot, Koenke 
defeated Rastorguev 7-6, 6-0 at 
four and Kevin Fleck sealed the 
shutout with 5-7, 6-4 and 7-6 vic- 
tory over Reiser. 
The final match of the day 
pitted the Tigers against the 
Maryland Terrapins. Maryland 
would have about the same 
luck against Clemson as Boston 
College. 
Clemson opened the match 
by taking all three doubles points, 
and the team never looked back. 
In the end, Clemson defeated the 
Terps by a score of 6-1. 
see TENNIS, page B7 
FOREHAND: Clemson senior 
a serve earlier this season at 
BRIAN SCHNEIDER   Mill 
Brett Twente prepares to return 
the Hoke Sloan Tennis Center. 
Clemson endures losing streak 
TOM HAMILTON   MM 
HE'S OUT: Tiger infielder Herman Demmink slides headfirst 
into a tag from Georgia Tech's second baseman last Saturday. 
Tigers drop two to Tech, 




The Clemson baseball team 
saw last week's hot streak 
diminish over the weekend 
as they dropped a three-game 
series to No. 10 Georgia Tech 
2-1 in Atlanta. Clemson con- 
tinued to slump on Tuesday as 
they fell to No. 23 Winthrop 
6-3. On Wednesday, the team 
dropped another game at home 
to the Furman Paladins 5-4. With 
the series win, Georgia Tech 
improves to 28-9 overall and 10- 
8 in conference play. After going 
1-4 over the last week, Clemson 
now stands at 27-12 overall and 
10-5 in the ACC. 
Friday night, the Tigers 
looked to be on their way to 
sweeping another ACC foe, as 
they edged the Jackets 7-6 thanks 
to an eighth inning RBI double 
from catcher Adrian Casanova. 
The Miami, Fla., native was 2-4 
Men's Golf 
ACC Tournament — 




— Winston-Salem, N.C. — 
All Day 
Men's Tennis 
ACC Championships — 
Raleigh, N.C. — All Day 
Women's Tennis 
ACC Championships — 
Raleigh, N.C—All Day 
Women's Rowing 
Pre-Championship Race - 
Clemson, S.C. — TBA 
SATURDAY 4/22 
Women's Rowing 
ACC Championships — 
Clemson, S.C. — 9 a.m. 
Baseball 
vs. Boston College — 
Chestnut Hill, Mass. — 
1 p.m. 
Men's & Women's Track 
ACC Championships 
— Winston-Salem, N.C. — 
All Day 
Men's & Women's Tennis 
ACC Championships — 
Raleigh, N.C. — All Day 
on the day with two doubles, 
three RBIs and a run scored. Co- 
captain Travis Starrer was 2-3 
with two RBIs from two doubles 
as well. Also leading the Tigers 
offensively was bomber Andy 
D'Alessio, who was 2-4 with a 
solo homer (12) and a single. 
On Saturday, the Jackets 
sought revenge and downed the 
Tigers 12-3, ending Clemson's 
10-game ACC winning streak. 
Georgia Tech pitching shut down 
D'Alessio as he went 0-4 on the 
day, ending his hitting streak 
at 13 games. Sophomore Brad 
Chalk was 3-5, and shortsop Stan 
Widman had three RBIs to lead 
the team in that department. 
Sunday's game was the ugli- 
est for the Tigers in a long time 
as the Yellow Jackets brought 
out their best defeating Clemson 
22-4. Senior right fielder Travis 
Storrer was was the lone bright 
spot for the Tigers in the game 
going 2-3 with two homeruns 
and three RBIs. 
The 23rd ranked Winthrop 
Eagles snuck into Doug 
Kingsmore stadium Tuesday 
night and stole a 6-3 win from 
the Tigers in front of just over 
see BASEBALL, page B7 
 INSIDE 
The Clemson Tiger 
baseball team will hit the 
road to Chestnut Hill, 
Mass., to play Boston 
College, page B5 
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USCs Bush headlines£006 NFL draft 
Running back is expected to 
be taken first by Houston in 
next weekend's NFL draft. 
DANIEL TAYLOR 
STAFF WRITER 
With the NFL draft fast 
approaching next weekend, the 
experts are no closer to locking 
up the order of the selection. The 
carousel of the draft picks has 
been almost humorous as every 
media outlet has a different take. 
Immediately following the bowl 
season, Texas quarterback Vince 
Young was everyone's "can't- 
miss" No. 1 overall pick. After 
the NFL combine and workouts, 
Young now may not even be 
the first quarterback selected. 
Matt Leinhart of USC is many 
fans top choice for a franchise 
quarterback, and others say that 
Vanderbilt's Jay Cutler will be 
the best of the trio. 
The new favorite for the first 
overall spot is USC running back 
Reggie Bush. Analysts praise him 
as a once-in-a-decade player and 
say that no team can do without 
his exceptional big play ability. 
However, there are others that 
oppose and argue that Bush is 20 
pounds too small to survive as 
an every down back in the NFL. 
Some insist that USCs other 
running back Lendale White 
will actually be a more durable 
back in professional football, but 
he is criticized as getting slower 
and out of shape. 
In previous years, the top 
selections appeared to. be a lock 
days prior to the weekend, but 
as the date comes near, the pic- 
ture of where players will go 
only becomes more vague. The 
player that is a must-have in 
one expert's mind 
is the next Ryan 
Leaf according 
to another. In 
a draft with so 
many possibili- 
only thing experts know for sure 
is that the Houston Texans have 
the number one pick — that is, 
unless they too are unable to 
decide on a pick and trade down 
as some have predicted. 
Two former Clemson players 
will be completely closing the 
chapter on their college career 
as they move on to the next 
stage of professional football. 
Cornerback Tye Hill and quar- 
terback Charlie Whitehurst have 
endured four years of college 
football, senior bowls and NFL 
combine workouts; only NFL 
draft day remains. The agony 
of waiting for their names to 
be called will be grueling, for 
it decides everything in their 
future career: The team they play 
for, the city they're in and their 
paycheck. 
Hill will have the shorter 
wait of the two. Projected to 
go in the first round as high as 
15th overall, NFL scouts have 
marveled at the former Tiger's 
speed. Blazing through forty 
yards in 4.3 seconds, he is likely 
the fastest player available in the 
draft. With Hill's outstanding 
footwork, he is considered the 
third best corner coming out of 
college. His only downside is 
his size. Scouts are skeptical of 
whether or not his 5-foot-9-inch 
frame can compete with the 
larger receivers of professional 
football. Hill should silence his 
critics quickly, as he handled 
big receivers like Georgia Tech's 
Calvin Johnson at Clemson 
and other wide-out stars in the 
Senior Bowl. 
Hill will be the second 
Clemson cornerback drafted in 
two years, following teammate 
Justin Miller from last year's 
draft. Miller was taken in the sec- 
ond round by the New York Jets 
and saw much playing time 




from Hill, as 
he is an even 
b   e   t   - 
ter   prospect   than 
Miller was. 
Hill could theo- 
retically go to any 
team with a need at 
corner, but Kansas    \ 
City   at   the   20th 
overall pick seems 
to be the most likely 
place. 
Meanwhile, 
Whitehurst        has 
the      distinc- 
tion of being 
Clemson's 
first true quar- 
terback prospect 
since ring of honor 
member Steve Fuller. 
The scouting reports 
are    mixed    on 
the       former 
Tiger.       On 
the surface, 
Whitehurst 
appears     to 
have  the  tools 
to flourish in the 
NFL. He has proto- 
typical   quarterback 
height at 6-foot-4-inches 
and a strong arm that can 
force  throws  in between 
two defenders.  His father 
David's NFL experience 
in   Green    Bay    also 
appeals to scouts. 
However,     they 
worry       about 
Whitehurst's 
\   up and down 
I    college career 
and his 
tendency 
to       make 
bad    deci- 
My|\    sions.   Still, 
Whitehurst is a projected sec- 
ond- or third-rounder and is get- 
ting interest from the Cowboys, 
Vikings and 49ers. 
The only other former Tiger 
who has a good chance of being 
drafted is defensive end Charles 
Bennett. Scouts love his athletic 
ability, including a 4.7 forty and 
37 inch vertical leap. However at 
6-foot-3-inches and 245 pounds, 
Bennett is too small to play his 
natural position on the defensive 
line. Because of his quickness, 
some team will probably take a 
chance that he can convert to a 
productive outside linebacker 
and select him in the sixth or 
seventh rounds. In the past, the 
Broncos have a reputation for 
their former Clemson defensive 
linemen. Michael Dean Perry, 
Trevor Pryce, Nick Eason and 
Bryant McNeal have all spent 
time in the Broncos organiza- 
tion. However, Bennett will 
more than likely go to a 
team that uses a base 
3-4 defense. 
E. SR'.RTS 
T i rrtrtt- 
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MASSIS Andre, Sao Paulo, BR 
Was lured away from a pretty young 
thing and into a heated game of 
'Foos' by his good friend Carl —more 
commonly known as "The Mayor of No 
Women's Land." While Andre made 
several attempts to step away and put 
himself back into contention with the 
said female, Carl's relentless pursuit 
for all things that don't involve getting 
some, was ultimately too much for the 
young Andre. He quickly found himself 
sweating it out over the air hockey table, 
from where he would catch a glimpse of 
his young beauty heading out the door 
with another suitor. Andre's game will 
be remembered by many, just not her. 
NIEVES Fernando, New York, NY 
His game was alive and well on its way 
to a ten digit exchange with a hottie 
known as Britney, but was suddenly 
bushwhacked by a classic Gamekiller, 
The Drama Queen. She ran into the 
scene, tears streaming, and sobbed a 
story of having seen her ex from four 
years ago. "I, I, I just can't be alone 
tonight, Brit." Still a retrievable situation 
had Fernando kept his cool. But he 
didn't. "Four years seems like a long 
time ago," he said in all innocence. By 
the time The Drama Queen was done 
flipping the script, Fernando was re-cast 
in the role of "the villain" in front of a 
crowd of horrified on-lookers. No one 
hooks up with an insensitive pig. Rest in 
peace Fernando, but you sleep alone. 
DANIELSON Zack, Atlanta, GA 
It was early in the evening yesterday 
when Zack's game left us, and while 
it didn't go without a fight, Zack 
did   have     his  arse   unceremoniously 
handed to him. Upon returning from the 
bathroom, Zack found the girl he was 
seeing had been surrounded by a beefy 
mesomorph, Early Man, who tried to use 
his abundant muscle to strong-arm him 
out of the picture. Zack did not keep 
his cool and accused his young lady 
friend of flirting with the first guy who 
came along. His girl, no doubt disgusted 
by Zack's over-the-top bravado, fled 
the scene when his far from attractive 
jealousy escalated into Zack throwing a 
punch, which was caught in mid-air by 
something that looked like a hand, but 
felt like a 201b vice. By the time Zack 
re-gained consciousness, he was home 
alone and unable to console himself with 
his dominant hand. 
SHIEH Hanwey, Los Angeles, CA 
Hanwey was chatting up a Latin diva 
at an apartment complex barbecue and 
his game was hot enough to pose a fire 
hazard, that is until his friend and cocoon 
of horror known as The Mess entered the 
picture and snatched Hanwey up like a 
flash flood of distraction. Somewhat of 
a loose cannon, The Mess immediately 
engaged Hanwey in the age-old male 
bonding tradition of lighting one's own 
farts. Sure, there's little more enticing than 
the ignition of one's own combustible 
human gasses, but much like riding an 
electric scooter, you don't look that cool 
doing it. When the laughter subsided, 
Hanwey was left with nothing but a 
good laugh and the faint smell of old 
eggs, while his lady was snared by a 
new suitor. Man, talk about blowing it. 
KUMAR Bharat, Jacksonville, FL 
After   kicking   his   game   to   a   leggy 
redhead at a dorm mixer, Bharat was 
dam* Kxikb 
interrupted by Trevor, a.k.a. British 
Accent Guy. Women are drawn to men 
with British accents, so all it took was 
a single "pardon" to make his girl raise 
an eyebrow toward this game killing 
Redcoat. This prompted Bharat to get 
riled by calling out the guy's busted grill 
of yellowing bad teeth and comparing 
the merits of baseball over cricket. The 
British Accent Guy smiled and opened 
his mouth only to offer small bits of 
non-confrontational banter, allowing his 
accent to seep into the girl's brain like a 
piece of brilliant propaganda. In the end, 
the Brit would invade on Bharat's territory 
with ease, taking the girl, and leaving 
Bharat's game strewn on the road as a 
piece of collateral damage. 
SMITH Eric, Washington, DC 
His game came to its demise in the 
most unlikely of circumstances. While 
engaging in two of his most pleasurable 
pastimes: talking about boats, with his 
other passion, a beautiful girl who seemed 
genuinely interested. They were even 
planning to go out in his 15-foot dinghy, 
only to hit unseen rocks in the form of The 
One Upper, the classic Gamekiller who 
lives by the motto "Anything you can do 
I can do better." Sure enough, The One 
Upper claimed to not only know boats, 
but he also boasted of captaining his 
own 40-foot vessel. Eric tried to navigate 
to the calmer waters of car talk but was 
run over again by The One Upper's 
supposed vintage German roadster. The 
tension quickly mounted, and soon the 
two were engaged in a ruthless game 
of one-upmanship. On and on they went, 
seeing what the other guy just said and 
raising him. When the smoke cleared, 
Eric had won the gloat-fest, but the girl 
was nowhere to be found. No one likes 
a braggart. Eric's game was last seen 
drifting away towards the vast sea of 
loneliness in an undersized boat. 
FOX Jon, London, UK 
Jon's game, beloved to many a 
cheerleader and facilitator of the 
menage of 2003, was fairing well at a 
Gold Coast club with a delightful pair of 
sisters. That is until the playboy predator 
and full time Gamekiller simply known as 
Kash Munni entered the picture. A well- 
endowed socialite famous for trashing 
5-star hotel rooms, Kash had traveled in 
from oil rich lands wearing expensive 
dam* Kiihb 
Italian loafers and indoor sunglasses. 
Drinks were bought for willing and 
unwilling recipients alike with his family's 
fortune, which he shamelessly flaunted in 
the form of an array of high status plastic. 
This caused Jon to suddenly lose his cool 
and go on the defensive by opening a 
tab of his own. On his debit card. After 
three rounds, Jon's account was maxed. 
Shortly after he was dropped off alone 
would Jon learn the hard way that a 
woman's affection should never be for 
sale, and that many a man has gone 
broke trying to prove otherwise. 
L MM 
UTSCH Chad, New Brunswick, NJ 
His game was faring nicely at the 
local coffee shop with a seemingly 
receptive latte drinker called Rita 
and he seemed well on his way to a 
little afternoon delight, that is until the 
corduroy-clad Gamekiller known as "IQ" 
entered picture. This pompous scholastic 
scavenger, famous for luring men into 
heated debates on subjects of which 
they know nothing, over-heard the 
conversation turning to art and pounced. 
Immediately he steered the dialogue into 
an area known as Out Of Chad's Depth 
where he would dish out ever increasing 
portions of intellectual emasculation. 
Chad reacted as anyone with a 20 
point IQ deficit facing "IQ" would: the 
wrong way. No, the answer to "When 
do you feel Picasso peaked?" isn't to 
shove the questioner in the chest. Rita 
was left to apologize emphatically for 
Chad's actions and asked if she could 
make up for it in some way. Chad tried 
to recover, but it was too late. He had 
lost his cool, and his game would retire 
home, where it would begin its own 
blue period. 
Obituaries can be created and sent 
via email to friends at gamekillers.com 
r        * 
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Keep Your Cool. Axe Dry. 
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FAREWELL: Improving your uni 
about more than sports   ^ me BI 
SPORTS THE TIGER  ■   B4 
a bunch of tree-hugging liber- 
als, write for The Observer. If 
you think The Tiger is a bunch 
of right-wing, oil-crazy conser- 
vatives, get involved with The 
Forum. And if radio is your thing, 
get out and express your views 
for WSBE 
Here's the point: As Clemson 
students, we aren't active enough 
in campus affairs. No one has 
been guiltier of this than me. 
While I have written for The Tiger 
since my freshman year, there are 
plenty of ways that I could have 
been more active on campus, and 
it is one of the regrets I have over 
the past few years. 
Everywhere I travel, I hear 
people say how much Clemson 
people care about their school. I 
believe this is true, but I believe 
that the student body can reflect 
that more than we have. If we 
care so much, we need to act 
on our beliefs and make the 
University even better. 
This column will appear in 
the sports section, and may seem 
a bit off topic. My service to this 
paper has been sports-related, 
but that is not the most important 
issue facing our campus. Believe 
me; I believe that Tiger sports 
help bring this campus together 
in a way that few other things can 
— but there is more to Clemson 
University than what happens on 
the field. 
So don't be afraid to get 
involved with an action group on 
campus or to start one yourself. 
The issue at hand may be food 
at Harcombe, parking police or 
Clemson's judicial policies. If you 
think a policy should be changed, 
then do what you can to change 
it. 
I wish I would have taken 
more of the advice I am giving 
here. It may sound hypocritical of 
me to urge students to act when 
I could have done more myself, 
but I am hoping the students 
who remain here won't make the 
same mistake I did. 
And now, for a parting 
shot: "There is something in 
these hills that brings together 
and binds together and holds 
together men and women ... 
something that makes a man 
or a woman stand taller, feel 
better and say with high pride 
to all within earshot, T went to 
Clemson.'" 
— Joe Sherman, Class of 1934 
bloom 
The Employer of Choice is who we are! 
Bloom, a different kind of grocery store located in Anderson, 
Greenville, and Seneca, has immediate openings. 
The Bloom Team is seeking diverse, highly-motivated, and 
results-oriented candidates for the following positions: 
Experienced: 
Assistant Deli / Bakery Managers 
Assistant Market Managers 




Assistant Produce Managers 
Assistant Customer Service Managers 
Produce Associates 
Office Assistants 
Specialty Merchandising Associates 
We offer: 
COMPETITIVE WAGES RETIREMENT PLAN and 401 (k) 
ANNUAL BONUS PAID VACATIONS 
PAID HOLIDAYS HEALTH and LIFE INS. 
Apply online at www.shopbloom.com 
or send resumes to rlwhite@foodlion.com 
Career Fairs 
Saturday, April 22, 2006 8am - 6pm 
Anderson Location     Greenville Location Seneca Location 
Quality Inn                         Bloom Office Day's Inn 
3509 Clemson Blvd.              1901 Laurens Rd.; 11015 N. Radio Station Rd. 
Anderson, SC 29621                      Suite L Seneca, SC 29678 
Greenville, SC 29607 
REFURBISHED DELL LAPTOPS AT 
DISCOUNT PRICES 
If you need a laptop, come and see us first! We specialize in Dell laptops. 
(Pentium 3's, Pentium 4's and Centrum's in stock) We have heavily 
discounted prices on all models. Come see our in-house display, pick 
out the one you want and try it before you buy it, 30-Day money back 
guarantee. We're located near Clemson University, just about a mile 
awav from the new Wal-Mart in Central. For more details or directions 
on how to find us, call (864) 646-2703, Toll Free at 1-877-EQUITOX (1- 
877-3784869) or email mnrr@eouitox.com and we will respond 
immediately. You can also visit our website at: 
www.eouitoyf"mnuters.com 
We love you Roy. 
You'll be missed. 
The Galley 
Re s t aur ant 
Fine Waterfront Dining 
And Nami Asian Bistro 
Great Pay Flexible Hours 
Only 12 miles from campus 
No Sundays Evenings Only 
NOW  HIRING! 
Apply in person at 
Portman Marina 
Lake Hartwell, Anderson 
287-3215 or 287-3211 
Need assistance with a 
University-related conflict? 
Talk over your options confidentially 
with your Ombudsman 
Faculty, Grads 4 Post Docs. 6564353 
Undergrads. 656-1353 
www. clemson. edu/ombudsman 
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Baseball Amer 
Top 25 Poll 
1. Cal State Fullerton 
2. Rice 




7. South Carolina 
8. Florida State 
9. Oregon State 
10. Arizona State 
11. Alabama 
12. Arkansas 
13. Georgia Tech 
14. North Carolina State 
15. Oklahoma 
16. Vanderbilt 
17. Mississippi State 
18. Notre Dame 
19. College of Charleston 
20. Old Dominion 
21. Kentucky 
22. Southern California 
23. Winthrop 
24. Miami 
25. San Diego 
TOM HAMILTON   slafl 
PLAY AT THE PLATE: A Clemson baserunner attempts to get under the tag of Georgia Tech 
catcher Andy Hawranick in last Saturday's 12-3 Yellow Jacket victory in Atlanta. 
TEAM                            CONF. OVERALL 
Atlantic 
Florida State 13-5 33-6 
NC State        13-5 31-10 
Clemson        10-5 27-11 
Wake Forest 12-6 28-13 
Maryland      6-15 17-23 
BC                 4-14 19-18 
Coastal 
UNC             12-6 31-8 
Virginia         11-7 32-9 
Miami            11-7 26-13 
Georgia Tech 10-8 28-9 
Duke             4-14 12-29 
Virginia Tech 2-16 15-22 
ERIC SPROTT 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
This weekend, Boston College will be playing host 
to Jack Leggett's sixth ranked Clemson Tigers at Shea 
Field in Boston, Ma. Surprisingly, this will be the first 
time the two teams have ever squared off on the dia- 
mond, and it comes at an important juncture in the 
season for the Tigers. 
The Tigers (27-12,10-5 ACC) are ranked number six 
by Baseball America but have been reeling as of late. 
Clemson has dropped four consecutive games, includ- 
ing an embarassing loss to non-conference opponent 
Furman on Wednesday. Prior to that, the Tigers had 
lost three straight games to Top 25 opponents. 
Clemson dropped a pair of games to No. 10 Georgia 
Tech to close last weekend's series against the Jackets, 
including a 22-4 manhandling on Sunday, and also 
lost to No. 23 Winthrop at home on Tuesday. Prior to 
that, Clemson had won ten consecutive ACC games on 
their way to a Top 5 ranking and even took out South 
Carolina, who was number one in the nation at the 
time. 
Clemson's bats have been struggling lately, as 
Andy D'Alessio has cooled off since being named the 
National Player of the Week two weeks ago. However, 
the Tigers have been getting solid play from right field- 
er Travis Starrer, who has hit three homeruns and eight 
RBIs in the past week. 
The Clemson pitching staff has also been hurting in 
the past week, with starters Jason Berken and Stephen 
Faris not lasting a combined five innings in their starts 
against the Yellow Jackets last weekend. The relief 
did not fair much better, giving up 14 earned runs on 
Sunday alone. 
The Eagles (19-18-1, 4-14 ACC) picked up a win 
over Massachusetts this week but have had their share 
struggles in conference. Apart from a sweep of Virginia 
Tech back in mid-March, they have won only one ACC 
game and are currently suffering through a six game 
conference losing streak. 
Leadoff man Johnny Ayers is pacing Boston College 
with an impressive .364 batting average, and three other 
Eagles are batting above the .300 mark. The club leader 
in RBIs is Dave Preziosi, who has brought around 29 
Eagles on the season. 
Unfortunately for the Eagles, all of their heavy 
hitters fall in the upper part of the batting order, and 
there is a harsh drop off with the five through nine 
batters. 
The averages of those hitters range anywhere from 
.284 all the way to Joseph Ayers', no relation to Johnny 
Ayers, putrid .138 average. 
The pitching staff of the Eagles is on par with the 
rest of the conference, featuring three starters with 
ERAs under 4.30. If it weren't for fourth starter Nate 
Jeanes, who allows more than six earned runs per 
game, the pitching staff would be one of the best in 
the conference. 
The game couldn't come for a better time for the 
Tigers, who need to regain their stride heading into 
the end of the season. 
The home field advantage shouldn't help out 
Boston College too much, as its stadium can only 
accommodate 1,000 fans. 
The Tigers should be well rested for all the con- 
tests, which start early each day. Friday's first pitch 
will be at 2:30 p.m., followed by Saturday at 1 p.m. 
and Sunday at noon. 
Since being moved 
from the third spot in 
the hotting order to 
sixth, Taylor Harbin has ■hined. In the games 
against Winthrop and 
Furman, he was 4-9 bat- 
ting. Including a triple 
and a homerun. 
Travis Starrer has 
been playing well as 
of late, providing solid 
hitting from the five 
hole.  He  has  hit three 
P homeruns since Sunday 
at a time when most of 
the Tiger bats have fall- 
en cold. The senior also 
continue* to provide 
quality defensive play 
from right field. 
baseball "I'd rather hit than have sex. " — "Mr. October " Reggie Jackson 
























■ TWO SWIMMING POOLS ■ FREE TANNING BED • 




12 MONTH LEASE 
OR 
9 MONTH LEASE! 
2 WEEKS FREE 
OR 
$100 CASH BACK! 
...AND WE HAVE WHAT YOU WANT! 
.VILLAGE 
AT   CLEMSON 
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BASEBALL: Techsters take 
weekend series 
4,000 fans. Chalk, Starrer and 
Taylor Harbin all tied for the 
team-high in hits with two 
each. Starrer had two RBIs and 
third baseman Marquez Smith 
had one. 
On Wednesday night 
Clemson was paid a visit 
from the neighboring Furman 
Paladins and dropped that 
contest 5-4. 
Storrer continued his hot 
streak by hitting a three-run 
from page Bl 
homerun in the third inning. It 
was the Mount Vernon, Wash, 
native's fifth homerun of the 
season. Taylor Harbin hit his 
third homerun off the season in 
the sixth inning. 
The Tigers travel to 
Chestnut Hill, Mass. this 
weekend to take on the Boston 
College Eagles. It will be the 
Tigers first ever meeting in 
baseball against the Eagles. 
The first pitch for Friday's 





or house?     / s~\ 
Check out Tiger Properties for all of 
your rental needs! 
We have units available near and far from cam- 
pus...Call us today... They're going fast. 
Call 654-RENT 
Chris Shelton leads the 
American League in Home 
Runs. Enough said. This is what 
I read early-on in the week while 
sorting through the ESPN Web 
site and reading my beloved 
Boston Globe in one of my daily 
attempts to bring myself closer 
to home, and of course, the Red 
Sox. The first question I asked 
myself was who is Chris Shelton? 
Well ,if you are a Detroit Tigers 
fan or maybe just a fantasy guru, 
you would know a little more 
about this kid than the average 
everyday baseball fan. 
Shelton is the future of a 
Tiger's team that has come a 
long way since the disgraceful 
days of Tony Clark in the late 
1990s, a team that hopes to bring 
back the glory days of Sparky 
Anderson, Alan Trammel! and 
Lou Whitaker. 
In my travels along the 
cyberspace highway, I also took 
a quick glance at the standings, 
and yes, I saw Shelton pushed 
the Tigers above .500 along with 
the Brewers and a few other 
surprises. April baseball may be 
meaningless to some, but don't 
tell this to fans of these respec- 
tive teams. 
To them, every game feels 
like October, every pitch feels 
like the last. As the season pro- 
gresses and their team continues 
to win, fans will begin to talk 
playoffs and all sorts of crazy 
nonsense as the summer heat 
has them fantasizing about being 
this year's Chicago White Sox. 
What does this all mean for 
you as a fantasy owner? My first 
suggestion would be to ride the 
trends. Find players like Shelton 
on teams that are playing great 
baseball early on in the season, 
and ride them while they are hot. 
We are roughly three weeks 
deep into the season, and with 
my last column of the year, I will 
leave you with a few hot players 
that are here to stay with us this 
season. 
1. Red Sox pitching: The Sox 
now have a pair of aces with a 
healthy Curt Schilling and young 
stud, Josh Beckett. 
2. Jose Contreras: If you get a 
chance to watch this guy pitch, I 
would recommend it. The way he 
effortlessly makes the ball dance 
is amazing. 
3. Travis Haffner/ Casey 
Blake: Two of the leagues hottest 
hitters have helped Cleveland to 
a great start. 
4. Andruw Jones: Yeah it 
sounds obvious, but he is hitting 
the ball as well as anyone, and he 
may be the only person in the NL 
that can give Albert Pujols a run 
for MVP honors. 
TENNIS: Tigers whip Eagles, Terps fimr»&'m 
While each member of the Clemson team did 
its part in these matches, credit has to be given to 
the doubles team of Jenkins and Reix. This team 
has been strong all season, and they continued 
their great play on Saturday defeating Maryland's 
Nickolai Nielsen and Andreas Vaage-Nielsen 8-4. 
The team of Koning and Young defeated Boris 
Febroyt and Scott Fink 8-2 at the No. 2 spot, and 
the Twente-Koenke duo shutout Maryland's John 
O'Rourke and Aaron 8-0. 
Singles saw all but one of the six matches end 
in the Tigers' favor. At the top spot, Reix defeated 
Nielsen 6-3, 6-4 and Koning won number two 
over Maryland's Vaagae-Nielsen 6-0, 6-1. The lone 
loss for the Tigers in singles was Jermaine Jenkins 
falling to Scott Fink in three sets 6-2, 4-6 and 7-6. 
Jenkins, who has been hampered by a knee injury 
all season long, has showed a great degree of cour- 
age by continuing to compete in doubles and some 
limited singles action. All points from the bottom 
three matches went Clemson's way as Young 
defeated Febroyt (6-2, 6-2) at four, Twente defeated 
O'Rourke (6-2, 6-3) at five, and Koenke downed 
Carr (6-2, 6-4) at the six. 
Clemson will head north this weekend to Cary, 
N.C., for the ACC Tournament. Clemson comes 
into the tournament as a seven seed. The Tigers 
first opponent will be the NC State Wolfpack, a 
10-seed. Clemson dropped a heartbreaker to the 
Wolfpack 4-3 earlier this month. The Tigers' match 
against NC State is slated to begin at noon at the 
Cary Tennis Center. 
Thank You and Congratulations to the 
Greek Program Board on a successful 
Greek Week 2006!! 
Congratulations to the Winners of 
Greek Week 2006 
1st Place Sorority - Chi Omega 
1st Place Fraternity - Alpha Phi Alpha 
Office of Greek Life 
210 Hendrix Student Center 
THEWTIGER £ 
PERSPECTIVES SECTION C 
Focus should be on rape, not race 
I t started out with a rape accusation. A woman was allegedly attacked by several 
rowdy men at a party that got out 
of hand. Though tragic, the situa- 
tion is far from uncommon. 
It would be, at least, except 
that the men involved are enrolled 
in the elite Duke University. 
Suddenly, attention is no longer 
only on the mcriminated parties, 
but is also cast on the entire insti- 
tution. Duke officials immediately 
react by doing whatever necessary 
to protect the school's prestigious 
image while protecting themselves 
from criminal implications. 
The men were also teammates 
on Duke's lacrosse team. In a 
knee-jerk reaction, the head coach 
immediately turned in his resigna- 
tion, following what is increasing- 
ly becoming the expected course 
of action in such a situation. 
Following popular protocol, the 
University cancelled the remain- 
der of the lacrosse season before 
formal charges had even material- 
ized. Wild speculations emerged 
regarding the reasons behind both 
actions; had the coach lost control 
of the team and was now quietly 
admitting the possibility of guilt, 
or was a good man pushed out of 
the system for appearances' sake? 
On the other side of the issue, 
the alleged victim was hired for 
the party as an exotic dancer. She 
used the money she earned on such 
gigs to help put herself through a 
smaller, less distinguished institu- 
tion and to feed her children she 
raised alone. To the public, the 
dancer soon became more than 
a struggling mother and student: 
She became a struggling mother 
and student who epitomized the 
plight of her traditionally eco- 
nomically-disadvantaged town 
of Durham. The media, and with 
it public opinion, no longer saw 
the dancer as a woman, but as 
the poster-child 




when one takes 
into account 
the fact that 
woman 
African- 








ity      oppressed 
by the wealthy, white elite conve- 
niently represented by the lacrosse 
players. 







SEVERAL DUKE LACROSSE 
PLAYERS ALLEGEDLY RAPED 
AN EXOTIC DANCER AT A 
longer merely about a single 
incident but instead a civil rights 
matter, outside individuals and 
groups feel compelled to become 
involved. Jesse 
Jackson, with his 
knack for being 
TEAM PARTY. 
OUR VIEW 
THE FOCUS SHOULD 
REMAIN ON THE RAPE, AND 
THE MEDIA SHOULD NOT 
TRY TO SPIN THE MATTER 
INTO A RACIAL ISSUE. 
able to twist any 
situation, rides 
into town with 
his civil-rights 
activist group, 
offering to pay 




charges prove to 
be substantiated 
or not. Evidently, 
what actually 
occurred matters 
less than the fact 
that it may or may not have hap- 
pened to a black woman. 
While the issue of race and 
social class is at hand, the pitting 
of the town of Durham against 
Duke is only a natural progres- 
sion. Animosity has existed 
between the University and the 
town for quite some time as the 
town's population starkly con- 
trasts with the nearby Duke stu- 
dent body in matters of economic 
class, culture and race. Arguably, 
the only similarity between the 
two groups is that the aver- 
age family income in Durham 
resembles the annual tuition cost 
at the University. The alleged 
rape is a perfect excuse to retali- 
ate for years of inequality. Except 
that in all of this the tragedy of a 
single night has been completely 
obscured. Every action is blown 
out of proportion by the media 
and rampant emotion, quickly 
clouding the issue and making 
the prospect of justice increas- 
ingly distant. 
Everyone seems to have for- 
gotten that it is still a single inci- 
dent. The Durham dancer's rape 
is neither more nor less tragic than 
any other case of sexual assault. 
She has communicated that she 
merely wants her life back, just as 
the Duke lacrosse team undoubt- 
edly wishes to return to its 
season. Both requests are likely 
to be denied because the issue 
is no longer about one specific 
incident at a party last month but 
about race and elitism and social 
ills. People seem to have either 
forgotten what the matter is truly 
about or would rather discuss the 
"larger issues" it represents. 
The opinions expressed in the above 
editorial are written by the opinions editor 
and represent the majority opinion of The 
Tiger editorial board. In representing the 
majority view, the staff editorials may 
not represent the individual view of any 
particular member. 
FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK 
Eating disorders pose a serious threat 
JULIE LEDBETTER 
Editor in Chief 
Have you ever wanted to change 
something about yourself? I think 
everyone has at one time or another, 
myself included. 
A few weeks ago, my French teacher gave 
our class a topic for a composition: Choose a 
social issue that is important to you and that 
you feel needs more attention. I chose eating 
disorders, not only because I know people 
who have had them, but also because I had 
one myself. 
I think eating disorders are more common 
than most people think partly because it is 
hard for people who have had or do have an 
eating disorder to say so. 
I would consider myself a fairly normal 
and rational person. I have never really had 
a self-esteem problem, and I certainly was 
never overweight. So why would someone 
like me develop an eating disorder? I didn't 
start out trying to lose weight. An unrelated 
medical problem caused me to drop a lot ot 
weight unexpectedly. 
After I lost weight some people said to 
me: "You have lost so much weight! It looks 
good " It made me wonder how I looked 
before. Was I fat before? Those comments 
only encouraged me to stay thin. 
I was fortunate in that I never developed 
any serious health problems from the eating 
disorder. Many other people, however, are not 
as lucky. Notice I said people and not girls. 
I think one of the most common misconcep- 
tions is that teenage girls are the only ones 
who have eating disorders, but anyone can be 
affected. As hard as it is for girls to talk about, 
it is just as, if not more, difficult for guys to 
talk about. 
Eating disorders are a mental illness, 
something I didn't realize until I had one 
myself. I always wondered how someone 
could think they were fat when they clearly 
weren't. I remember years before watching 
something on television about eating disor- 
ders. I thought 'how do those girls not realize 
how skinny they really are?' 
The truth is when you have an eating 
disorder you can't really see yourself. You 
can look in the mirror a hundred times, and it 
makes no difference. You still see a fat person. 
I think if s hard for people to understand that. 
Now, when I look back at pictures of 
myself, I can see how skinny I really was. It 
amazes me that I never noticed it when I had 
the eating disorder. I never thought I was 
thin, despite the fact that I barely weighed 100 
pounds and size zero pants were loose on me. 
Pretty much every thought I had about 
my weight was irrational, and for the most 
part I knew it. I couldn't help but think it 
though, and most people with eating disor- 
ders can't. For people without eating disor- 
ders it may seem hard to fathom skipping 
even one meal a day. You must know you 
aren't eating, right? People with eating disor- 
ders know they aren't eating; what they don't 
know is how skinny they are. 
I never developed any serious health 
problems, but many people do. Eating disor- 
ders can cause heart problems, loss of bone 
density and muscle, kidney problems, pancre- 
atitis and other problems depending on the 
type and severity of disorder. 
According to the National Eating Disorder 
Association (NEDA)'s Web site, five to 10 mil- 
lion people suffer from eating disorders, and 
anorexia has the highest premature mortality 
rate of any psychiatric disorder. 
The most disturbing facts on their Web 
site to me though was that 42 percent of first 
through third grade girls want to be thinner, 
and 81 percent of 10-year-olds are afraid of 
being fat. It scares me to think that six and 
seven-year-old girls are worried about their 
weight. I don't think I even knew how much I 
weighed at that age. 
Some of the blame for eating disorders 
clearly falls on the media. Just about every 
actress in Hollywood is rail thin, and recently 
stars such as Nicole Richie and Lindsay 
Lohan have dropped drastic amounts of 
weight. But even without celebrities, I think 
eating disorders would still exist. According 
to NEDA's Web site, 80 percent of women are 
not satisfied with their bodies. 
Another contributing factor to eating dis- 
orders is friends. Being friends with someone 
who has an eating disorder can fuel your 
drive to be as thin as possible. It becomes 
almost a competition among friends, even 
if they never talk about it. Even once I had 
started eating again, I still watched my diet. 
I could recognize that I was thin, but I sure 
didn't want to gain the weight back. 
Now I eat normally (well, maybe regu- 
larly is a better word choice), and I work out 
a lot. I would be lying if I said I don't ever feel 
fat. I think everyone has those days, but I am 
satisfied with my body now. And I wish that 
more girls could be happy with their bodies 
too, because are appearances really worth 
dying for? 
JULIE LEDBETTER is a junior majoring in English. 
E-mail comments to letters@TheTigerNews.com. 
Has the rape scandal 
at Duke been handled 
appropriately? 
"No, I think 
the D.A.'s run 
for re-election 







"I do not think 
it has been han- 
dled as cleanly 







that has been 
discovered 
about the case, 
it has been 






"Yes, if some- 
one accuses 
a person of 
rape you want 
someone to 
investigate it." 
LAURA LEE ANDREWS 
secondary education 
freshman 
"Any rape alle- 
gation should 
be taken seri- 
ously, although 
if it turns out 
not to be true 
I feel badly 






"Yes, I think 
they're han- 
dling it cor- 
rectly. Being 
a woman I 
would want a 
thorough in- 
vestigation as 
well, no matter 
what my occu- 
pation." JODY SCHUL 
business 
junior 
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Schools should not fear speculations 
I congratulate the Tiger staff on how 
fairly they presented the hard facts in the 
"Perspectives" article, "Same-Sex Education 
Far Too Costly." Every student should read 
that article because the evidence is all there: 
Separate classrooms for boys and girls are 
continually proving to be a success in learn- 
ing and behavior issues for both genders 
because they augment specific strengths 
of either sex. Catering to proven different 
learning styles is causing these children to 
come out better educated. 
What I do not understand is the focus 
on speculatory scenarios: what might hap- 
pen. Some are afraid that boys' and girls' 
social lives will be stunted while they are in 
school. In fact, they will be sharing meals 
and recreation, the parts of schools that are 
supposed to be social; when it comes time 
to focus, they are expected to focus. 
In the face of the obvious benefits, why 
let our fears turn us away from a blessing? 
Moreover, why not think about the progres- 
sive benefits of such a system in public edu- 
cation? As the article, again, so said, both 
young women AND men are excelling in 
fields they have heretofore considered out 
of their range of options because unneces- 
sary influence of opposite-sex classmates 
has been eliminated. 
Finally, if children are taught that focus 
time is for focusing and social time is for 
learning to be social (no blurred distinc- 
tions), then when they arrive in college 
and in the workplace, they will have fully 
developed good habits in multiple facets of 
their lives and will be MORE likely to suc- 
ceed. When in the "real world," they will 
not have the common stereotypes that are 
allowed to develop in a mixed classroom. 
Men and women will have a common goal 
of doing good work when they must focus 
and will do their jobs better together. 
Certainly, boys and girls have impor- 
tant lessons to learn about each other, but 
under a same-sex classroom system, they 
will know when it is the right time to do so. 
What is "far too costly" about that? 
Aaron Wells 
Greenville, S.C. 
Article on American rights was on target 
I wanted to take a moment and thank 
Brian for a brilliant editorial. 
His commentary on society, analysis of 
the separation of church and state and the 
insistence that we protect the rights of all 
Americans, regardless of race, religion or 
sexuality is a refreshing bit of clarity in a 
town where closed minded bigotry is the 
norm. I am gay and out here at Clemson. 
I've been published on the cover of The 
Tiger (on gay marriage) and wrote an 
editorial for the paper last March (on Safe 
Zone). Regardless of my sexuality or my 
past, I must say that I hope more Clemson 
students adopt the same views that Brian 
has. The future of our country lies with 
this rising generation of college students 
and graduates who will take on the world 
in the next few years. We need to reach 
them now with messages of tolerance and 
acceptance to break the cycle of past genera- 
tions of hatred and mistrust. Only then will 
our country rise higher out of its current 
conflicts. We must unite to help embrace 
each other within our midsts and stop vot- 
ing on issues like "defense of marriage" 
(implying of course that committed couples 
seeking to be included in this institution 
will somehow destroy or negate society at 
large). The saying goes: "A house divided 
against itself can not stand." We will never 
move forward abroad until our issues at 
home are resolved, and we certainly can 
not gain respect in the international com- 
munity if our own citizens are denied basic 
human rights. There's more at stake out 
there than what "your bible study leader 
says." I challenge everyone to think outside 
the religious box and see the bigger picture, 
regardless of your personal beliefs; we are 
talking about Americans and about our 
right to be free. 
Ryan Wilson 
Class of 05 
COMMENTARY 
It is that time: Last call for tying up loose ends 
BRIAN EYINK 
Staff Writer 
I have enjoyed tremendously 
the privilege and responsibility 
of writing for The Tiger and 
contributing to the intellectual 
debate on campus. As graduation 
looms near, I am left with a half- 
dozen ideas or unfinished pieces. 
So rather than write a sappy 
farewell column, I will try to give 
voice to as many of these thoughts 
as possible. Consider this my ver- 
sion of "Around the Horn" for the 
Opinions section. 
Where no man has gone before. 
In the course of one decade, 
spurred on by Kennedy's bold 
vision, NASA developed and used 
three different space exploration 
vehicles. In less than a decade, we 
went from wondering whether 
humans could survive in space to 
hitting a golf ball on the moon. In 
the 34 years since Apollo 17, we 
have developed exactly one new 
human space exploration vehicle 
— the space shuttle — and that 
25-year-old platform is being 
phased out with no replacement 
in sight. 
Five hundred years ago, brave 
men were willing to set out on 
three-year voyages to lands they 
were not even sure existed, and 
today, even though we have the 
technology and ability, we are 
reluctant to become the first nation 
to send humans to another world. 
It is time we look beyond 
our immediate griping, shed our 
cultural and political aversions 
to risk-taking and begin sending 
humans to explore the heavens 
once more. We have financial and 
computing resources undreamed 
of in the 1960s, but we are even 
hesitant to re-attempt moon land- 
ings. 
We may be unwilling to 
expand space exploration, but the 
Chinese are not. They have the 
political will and are developing 
plans right now to go the moon, 
and once they get there, they will 
likely stay. We need to aggressive- 
ly pursue human exploration of 
space. We need to send astronauts 
to the moon, learn how to live 
on another heavenly body for an 
extended period of time and then 
plant our flag on Mars. 
Our scientific understanding is 
pathetic. 
If the debate over Intelligent 
Design and evolution in the class- 
rooms has taught us anything, it 
is that Americans are profoundly 
unable to discuss scientific issues 
in a scientific context. The derision 
of evolution as a mere "theory" 
and not "fact" points directly to a 
lack of understanding of science 
and the scientific method. 
Almost all of what we "know" 
is theory, not fact. Theory is devel- 
oped by observing the world 
around us, making predictions 
about why and how things work, 
modeling those predictions and 
then testing the accuracy of those 
models with highly sensitive sta- 
tistical tools. 
Scientific theory is much more 
nuanced than most Americans 
seem to believe; some theories are 
relatively simple and some are 
much more complex. Newtonian 
physics, for example, is not actu- 
ally correct. It works nearly all the 
time in nearly all circumstances, 
but it breaks down when things 
are moving very fast or become 
very cold. The theory of relativity 
actually works better — it works 
where Newton fails — but we use 
Newtonian physics most of the 
time because we very rarely oper- 
ate on the extreme margins that 
require more complex theories. 
Our poor scientific under- 
standing can have very serious 
consequences when this genera- 
tion of school children, raised in 
an educational culture that down- 
plays math and science and by 
parents who seem largely ignorant 
of such topics, tries to compete in 
a global market against individu- 
als from Japan, China and India 
better trained in the sciences. 
A recent Pew literary study 
revealed that most American col- 
lege students (so likely an even 
larger proportion of the general 
population) cannot understand 
a scientific paper or perform the 
"complex" math required to bal- 
ance a checkbook or estimate a 
car's driving range. No wonder 
we cannot understand concepts 
such as scientific theory or statisti- 
cal hypothesis testing (still a rela- 
tively simple idea that ties directly 
into what is and is not considered 
science). 
The solution to this problem 
must come in middle school or 
early high school. Science curricu- 
lums in these crucially formative 
years must be strengthened, and 
the underlying ideas behind our 
scientific process must be taught 
better. We live in such a techno- 
logically advanced society that to 
do any less will be a disservice to 
our children. 
A guest worker program is a step 
in the right direction. 
"Give me your tired, your 
poor, Your huddled masses yearn- 
ing to breathe free, The wretched 
refuse of your teeming shore. Send 
these, the homeless, tempest-tost 
to me, I lift my lamp beside the 
golden door!" ... Unless they are 
Mexican. The debate over immi- 
gration reform is a resurgence of 
the recurrent specter of American 
protectionism and ethnic hostility. 
Despite our claims of accep- 
tance and freedom, immigrants 
to America are often met with 
disdain and hostility. They are 
accused of stealing our jobs, 
impoverishing our communi- 
ties, importing drugs and crime 
and debasing our culture and 
language. The people who make 
these accusations — and often 
wrap themselves in patriotism 
in the process — of course never 
mention that they themselves are 
descendants of immigrants. 
Immigration is one of the 
fundamental building blocks of 
American society. It ensures our 
society is dynamic, responsive and 
competitive in the global arena. 
It provides a constant supply of 
laborers more than happy to take 
jobs most Americans shun. It 
keeps our work force competitive 
with the global market. We con- 
stantly read about how we are los- 
ing jobs to cheap labor outside our 
borders. That situation will cer- 
tainly not be helped by preventing 
cheap laborers from coming into 
our country to work. 
Security is of course a concern, 
especially in light of the past five 
years, but building a wall across 
our border with Mexico is not 
the answer. How many Mexican 
immigrants are coming across the 
border to bomb buildings? They 
are coming here because they 
want better jobs than are available 
in their country, just as almost all 
of our ancestors did. 
The solution to this problem 
seems straightforward. Making 
it easier to enter and work in 
America legally will make sure 
more people are documented. 
Enforcing employment laws on 
the worksite will be more effec- 
tive in deterring illegal workers 
than massive border enforcement. 
Allowing people who work here, 
obey the law, know the language 
and are part of their community 
to become citizens will encourage 
immigrants to enter the country 
legally and to integrate into our 
society. 
Massive punishment and bor- 
der enforcement are not the solu- 
tion. Properly aligning the incen- 
tives to encourage responsible 
immigration into our country — 
and helping and supporting those 
who wish to work here legally 
or become citizens — will keep 
us safe and open the American 
dream to all. 
Someone needs to jump on this 
third rail. 
Social security may be the least 
sexy but most important topic we 
are dealing with, or rather avoid- 
ing, today. Everyone knows the 
basic facts of the system. Workers 
pay in and retirees take out. As 
the ratio of supporting workers to 
withdrawing retirees decreases, 
either each worker must pay in 
more or each retiree must take less 
out. There is no other way around 
this problem, and decisive action 
now will save us tremendous 
headaches in the future. 
The problem lies in the strong- 
ly entrenched interests involved. 
The large and well-organized retir- 
ee lobby certainly does not want 
to give up benefits, and workers 
have little desire to contribute 
even more of their hard-earned 
money to a system from which 
they do not expect to benefit. 
There is a rather simple solu- 
tion to this problem, but it requires 
maturity and compromise from 
both sides. The retirement age has 
to increase dramatically over the 
next decade. 
When social security first 
began, individuals would retire at 
age 60 and only live a few years 
longer (as an historical aside, 
retirement was virtually unheard 
of, even while this system was in 
its infancy). A retiree would draw 
benefits for five years if he was 
lucky. Now, someone retires at age 
62 and lives another 25 or thirty 
years, drawing money out of the 
system the whole time. 
It is great that Americans are 
living longer and areable to enjoy 
retirement, but the social security 
system was not designed to be 
an allowance to fund able-bodied 
people who could still earn a liv- 
ing if they wanted to. It was only 
supposed to be a safety blanket 
— security for those who needed 
it. 
If people are living longer and 
healthier, it is only reasonable 
that they work longer too. The 
retirement age for social security 
benefits should be tied to a life 
expectancy index. As people live 
longer, they should be able to 
spend more time in retirement, 
but they should also spend more 
time working too. 
BRIAN EYINK is a senior majoring 
in economics. E-mail comments to 
letters@TheTigerNews.com. 
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Appreciate today and 
live in the present 
AHMED MOHIUDDIN 
Guest Columnist 
In Robert Pirsig's "Zen 
and the Art of Motorcycle 
Maintenance," Pirsig 
describes a cross-country 
motorcycle journey with his 
son. He uses this journey as 
a springboard, a background 
story to weave through thou- 
sands of years of philoso- 
phy. I was reading this book 
about a month ago when I 
had to stop. Pirsig spoke of 
something that screamed to 
me and caused me to stop 
reading and reflect for hours. 
I wrote the passage down 
several times and have since 
thought of it in almost every- 
thing that I do. 
He wrote, "The past exists 
only in our memories, the 
future only in our plans. The 
present is our only reality." 
How have I been liv- 
ing my life? What have I 
done these past four years? 
I find myself on the verge of 
graduating, obsessed with 
the future. I, and many of my 
friends, have spent our lives 
planning for the next step. 
In high school, it was get- 
ting into a good college. In 
college, it was getting into a 
good graduate school or get- 
ting that perfect job. 
I can picture the perfect 
future, the suburban house, 
the beautiful wife, the 2.3 
children. But what I can't 
picture, what I haven't taken 
time to appreciate, is the 
beauty of what is around me. 
This is where that balance 
is so important. It is impor- 
tant to strive to improve, but 
within that improvement it is 
imperative to appreciate your 
surroundings. Always work 
on improvement, not to better 
some undetermined future, 
but to better your present. 
Take time to look around 
and to use your resources. 
Your real education has 
little to do with a classroom. 
Utilize those around you to 
better Clemson and to better 
yourself. 
One of the best lessons 
I've ever learned at Clemson 
comes from economics pro- 
fessor Bobby McCormick — 
"If you don't ask, the answer 
is already no." Never feel like 
you can't ask for help, never 
feel like something is out of 
your reach. Rejection only 
takes you back to square one. 
And the last thing you 
ever want is to always suc- 
ceed. If you always succeed, 
you're not striving for high 
enough goals. Make goals 
that are way out of reach. If 
you're a scientist, don't be 
content until you win the 
Nobel Prize. If you're in busi- 
ness, don't be content until 
you're the CEO of a Fortune 
500 company — and even 
then, make sure it's success- 
ful. In order to determine 
your potential, you must fail. 
In order to succeed, you must 
fail. 
This is what I've learned 
from Clemson. Appreciating 
your present, never fearing 
rejection, and always striv- 
ing for higher goals gives a 
sense of satisfaction, a feeling 
of happiness. For those of us 
who are graduating, living in 
the present is more important 
than ever. We only have two 
weeks until people start leav- 
ing, until the semester comes 
to an end. 
Appreciate the walk from 
the CAT bus to class. Relish 
the chance encounters with 
friends on the library bridge. 
Don't miss a single chance 
to see friends, both new and 
old. Take in a sunset over 
Lake Hartwell. Live every 
day without worrying about 
the next. We'll all be heading 
our separate ways, but until 
then, stop, take a deep breath, 
and take it all in. 
AHMED MOHIUDDIN is a senior 
majoring in biochemistry. E-mail 
comments to letters@TheTigerNew 
s.com. 
PAWS UP, PAWS DOWN 
COMMENTARY 
A teen lit himself on fire after 
using his lighter to see how much 
gas had spilled on his pants while 
he was siphoning gas at night. 
Australian women have knitted 
1,800 sweaters for doll-sized 
penguins caught in oil spills to 
keep them from injesting the toxin. 
USC mistakenly sent out the social 
security numbers of 1,400 students 
along with identifying information 
to portions of the student body. 
An inmate is refusing to take 
drugs that would make him sane 
enough to be executed. The state 
says his refusal proves he is sane. 
$? 
An intruder was foiled when he 
broke into the room of a 9-year-old 
girl. She was trained in judo and 
fought off the 30-year-old attacker. 
Redfern's care subpar 
ADAM STEINBERG 
Staff Writer 
Every time I attempted to 
swallow it felt as if sand- 
paper was being scraped 
against the inside of my throat. 
The pain shot throughout my 
face as I closed my eyes and 
clenched my teeth. I knew I 
had strep throat. I'd heard 
terrible things about this so- 
called place of medicine, but 
my body needed to feel better. 
I was going to have to visit 
Redfern. 
Everyone has heard 
the dramatic stories about 
Redfern. How every girl is pre- 
scribed birth control as cure- 
all. How so-and-so was treated 
like garbage. How the guy two 
floors above you was misdi- 
agnosed. But these rumors are 
surely just rumors, right? 
I didn't have an appoint- 
ment, but the people at 
Redfern were very friendly 
and accommodating to my 
needs. The doctor seemed very 
capable and concerned as I 
expressed my symptoms to 
him. He decided to do blood 
work to determine if I indeed 
had strep throat. The tests did 
confirm this result, and the 
doctor confidently prescribed 
penicillin as an antibiotic to 
cure my illness. 
Well, Thursday night came, 
and I was in the fetal posi- 
tion just praying to fall asleep. 
The chloraseptic the doctor 
suggested did not help at all, 
and the pain was shooting 
throughout my neck and face. 
After a Nyquil smoothie, I 
managed to get a few hours of 
sleep. 
As the sun rose on Friday, 
so did my fever. I felt abso- 
lutely horrible, and my throat 
wasn't better in the slightest. 
I knew what I had to do. At 8 
a.m., with a then unknown 101 
degree fever, I drove an hour 
home to see my family doctor 
and let Mommy take care of 
me. 
When I saw the first nurse 
at my local doctor's office, she 
immediately knew I had strep 
throat. My doctor came in to 
see me, and I told him that I 
had been prescribed penicil- 
lin. He looked flabbergasted, 
as he told me that penicillin 
isn't prescribed anymore for 
strep throat. I was irate, as I 
realized I had wasted a trip to 
Redfern and $20 on filling the 
prescription. But I was also 
thankful that my doctor was 
giving me the correct medicine 
that would help me not feel as 
though I was being stabbed in 
the throat every 30 seconds. 
So why didn't I receive as 
good care at Redfern as I did 
at my family doctor? Well, I'm 
an economics major, so I'll give 
you the economics answer. 
Every student at Clemson 
is required to pay $125 every 
semester for his/her "health 
fee." This fee guarantees stu- 
dents care at Redfern by doc- 
tors, nurses and psychologists, 
among other specialists. While 
this sounds good — students 
can receive care at no cost 
whenever they need it — it is 
also a curse in disguise. 
I'm imagining that Redfern 
receives the bulk of this $125 
payment from every student 
every semester, regardless of 
the number of students that 
visit. This might not be the 
case, but let's just say it is. 
What we have is a situation 
where all the people working 
at Redfern have almost guar- 
anteed income. That $125 per 
student will be there whether 
they see 100 students or 10,000 
students. 
So where's the incentive 
for the doctors to do their best 
work? It isn't as if students 
can take their $125 and go to 
other doctors in Clemson or 
Anderson. Sure, the students 
could go visit another doctor, 
but it won't affect Redfern all 
that much. This financial situ- 
ation has to be at least part of 
the cause for all the terrible 
stories we hear about Redfern. 
If students are required to 
have health insurance, why 
are they also required to pay 
the health fee for Redfern? I'm 
all in support of having an on- 
campus health care facility, but 
it also needs to be an effective 
and efficient one. I'm not con- 
vinced Redfern is either. 
How could we make 
Clemson's health care bet- 
ter? If the school feels the 
need to guarantee the right 
of unlimited doctor visits, 
how about making it a little 
more competitive? Why not 
allow more independent doc- 
tors into Redfern? Physicians 
could have their own minia- 
ture practice within Redfern, 
and students would have their 
choice of which physician to 
visit. Doctors would receive 
payments from the student 
health fees in proportion to the 
number of students they treat. 
The students would naturally 
flock to the best doctors, and 
the bad ones would find it 
unprofitable to stay, or would 
be booted to allow other doc- 
tors into Redfern. 
I have no idea if this is 
even conceivable at an aca- 
demic institution, but it's 
worth considering ideas such 
as these if we want students to 
have the best, or even quality, 
health care. Doctors simply 
must be evaluated and paid by 
measures other than surveys 
or in-house evaluations. 
Now in reality, provid- 
ing health care to Clemson 
University is an enormous 
task, and we are fortunate 
to have a health care center 
on campus. The doctors and 
nurses surely aren't out to get 
students either, and they are 
probably doing their best to 
make students healthy and 
happy. I also think that every- 
one at Redfern is certainly able 
to perform their job at the nec- 
essary level, they just may not 
be always performing at their 
best level. 
Unfortunately, when enti- 
ties exist outside the pres- 
sures of a marketplace, they 
will not perform at their peak 
ability. I'm almost sure this 
is Redfern's case. Clemson 
should take steps to ensure 
that students get the best 
possible treatment, and that 
students don't have to drive 
hours home to receive the help 
they should have obtained at 
Clemson. 
ADAM STEINBERG is a senior in 
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BY ORSON SWELLES 
As summer begins its 
hot and sweaty descent onto 
Clemson's campus, fond 
memories of lazy summers 
past float all through my head. 
There's nothing like a cook- 
out by a pool with hot dogs, 
hamburgers, watermelon and 
nice, cold drinks to satisfy the 
summer hunger. As it turns 
out, most of my best summer 
memories center around grub- 
bing with good friends, so as 
a farewell to this fiscal school 
year, I'll let you in on the best 
way to have your cake and eat 
it too (in bed). 
For many adventurous 
couples, bringing food into 
the equation can make for a 
new level of eroticism. Now 
I'm not talking about using 
cucumbers or bananas in place 
of boyfriends, but there are 
many ways in which food can 
be used to stimulate all differ- 
ent senses during sex. 
For starters, you have to be 
aware of solid foreplay food. 
The most cliche of these has to 
be the wine and strawberries 
with whip cream combination. 
Everyone who has seen any 
romantic comedy (I'm looking 
at you, "Clueless") knows that 
drinking wine is a direct flight 
to humpty land, but your 
mileage may vary. 
I think that the real key 
is to cater to your woman's 
needs. If getting her a glass 
of wine and some strawber- 
ries makes her feel special, 
then chances are she feels 
better about having sex with 
you.  On the other hand,  if 
you tell her to get a beer and 
some potato chips,  this will 
most likely make her feel like 
a  servant,   which  decreases 
your chances of being served 
with a sexual subpoena later 
in the night. 
So let's say you have a 
melange of food items that 
you thought would be per- 
fect for some pre-sex snack- 
ing, but your partner decides 
to throw pre-sex to the wind. 
Guess what, you now have 
an excuse to do some edible 
experimentation. I suggest 
that every interested couple 
start with whip cream. It's 
cheap, it can go many places 
with no irritation and it is the 
missionary position of sex 
foods. 
For those of you who think 
whip cream is a bit tame 
but aren't ready for serious 
sploshing (I'll explain later), 
here are a few other fantastic 
food items. Chocolate syrup 
is always a fun, albeit messy, 
time, but for some it just 
has too many calories. Well, 
guess what — Walden Farms 
has just the solution for you. 
They make a wealth of calorie 
free sauces and dips includ- 
ing chocolate, caramel and 
marshmallow. This means 
that  chocolate-covered  blow 
jobs are guilt 
free (for diets 
anyway). 
While we 
are on the topic 
of making a penis 
more appetizing 
to your partner's 
mouth, I have 







and get a 
to-go order 
of either their 
blondie or just the 
maple butter that 
they pour on top. 
Trust me when 
I say that it's 
"Eatin' good on 
your boyfriend's 
wood." I've been out to 
dessert with girls before who 
say that the taste of the maple 
butter makes them horny 
for administering scrump- 
tious oral sex. Thanks again, 
Applebee's for making guys' 
lives much easier! 
What if your girlfriend 
already loves oral sex though? 
What can you do to make 
it better for yourself? Have 
her try this the next time she 
wants a zipper snack. Get 
two glasses of water, one 
with ice water and the other 
with warm (almost hot) water. 
Have her alternate between 
the two glasses as she plea- 
sures you. 
The temperature differen- 
tial causes the nerve endings 
in your penis to go crazy, 
thus resulting in unbelievable 
orgasms. If water is too com- 
plicated, having her go down 
with a mint in her mouth will 
feel great as well. 
Now ladies, you may be 
wondering what you can do 
to get your guy to enjoy orally 
pleasing you that doesn't 
involve turning your vagina 
into a Sam Adams tap. Tell 
your guy how much any of 
the aforementioned food 
items would feel great down 
there and get him to lick it off. 
Once he is down in the holy 
land trying to clear the field 
for landing, just tell him how 
much you are enjoying what 
he is doing. From here on out, 
he should be willing to do 
what it takes. 
If your partner ever com- 
plains that he would love to 
"oralize," but he just can't get 
past the smell, first explain to 
him that you don't give him 
blow jobs because you love 
his crotch smell, and then 
maybe try some new tactics. 
Apparently, parsley, wheat 
germ and alfalfa make you 
smell and taste better down 
below. 
Try eating these for lunch 
and dinner for a few days 
and see if it has made any 
improvements. Supposedly, 
another strange technique is 
that eating pineapples and 
drinking pineapple juice 
makes the female go-go juice 
taste a bit sweeter. I don't 
know how well this works, 
but you women who flow a bit 
more than others may want to 
give it a try. 
If you have gotten this far 
and have tried everything 
that I mentioned, maybe you 
need to get into the splosh- 
ing world. Sploshing is a 
term coined in the '80s by an 
English magazine called, what 
else, "Splosh Magazine." It's 
the act of covering yourself in 
food and having sex. 
In the "Real Sex" special 
that I saw on this, the people 
basically find any messy food 
from pies to pudding to baked 
beans to put in a kiddie pool. 
They then dive in to the pool 
full of the food, and after get- 
ting sloppy, they have sex. 
Even though organizing 
this kind of event may be 
pricey and very hard to clean, 
if you love food and you love 
sex, then maybe it's just the 
fetish you have been looking 
for. 
Although there are plenty 
of foods out there, be careful 
which ones you use. Even if 
you love spicy foods like I do, 
for some reason putting salsa 
or Tabasco sauce on some- 
one's sensitive areas sounds 
like a bad idea. 
I also do not recommend 
using peanut butter. Leave 
that for you and your dog 
because having your girl- 
friend smacking the roof of 
her mouth for 10 minutes is 
not sexy and will not heighten 
your eroticism. Just be smart 
with your food uses and make 
sure that the Cool Whip you 
bought for last year's pump- 
kin pies gets put to good use 
this summer. 
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or think you might be? 
Stop by Birthright 
for a pregnancy test 
that is free, reliable, 
confidential, 
accurate... 




WE CARE .. .WE CAN HELP 
Birthright of Clemson 
654-3377 or 1 -800-550-4900 (Hotline) 
105 Wall St. Suite 4 Clemson 
(Behind Eckerd & Bank of America) 
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Layout editor says farewell 
ADAM STEINBERG 
Staff Writer 
I can't quite believe that the 
time has come, but as a gradu- 
ating senior, this will be my 
last column ever for TimeOut. 
These graduating senior col- 
umns are typically a way to tie- 
up loose ends, give some thanks 
and/or pronounce your love to 
Clemson, a girl or both. I plan 
on keeping with tradition, for 
the most part. 
I remember coming to 
Clemson as a transfer student 
sophomore year and wanting 
desperately to be involved with 
something. I figured TimeOut 
was as bad an option as any 
(just kidding, guys), so I sent 
the then-editor Marie Glenn the 
most professional sounding e- 
mail I could muster concerning 
why I would be the perfect little 
collegiate journalist. Little did I 
know that TimeOut didn't have 
any journalistic standards (but 
we're getting there). 
When I arrived for that 
fateful Tuesday evening for the 
TimeOut meeting, I had no idea 
that I would be in that same 
meeting every Tuesday for three 
years. But I loved every Tuesday, 
and I still do. I had found a place 
where it was okay to admit I 
loved "3 Ninjas." It was a place 
where we could talk about being 
in love with Natalie Portman, or 
we could concoct Top 5 lists that 
would probably get us shot in 
more conservative and pas- 
sionate parts of this state. And 
we even got to have our names 
published in a newspaper. 
Hopefully, everyone finds his or 
her niche at Clemson. The Tiger 
and TimeOut just happened to 
be mine, and if s been a great 
part of one hell of a ride, but 
more on this later. 
As anyone who ever 
reads anything I write prob- 
ably knows, I've been fortu- 
nate enough to study in the 
economics department here at 
Clemson these past few years. 
I have to thank my professors 
in this department for allow- 
ing me to discover the clarity 
in every situation. No longer 
will I be deceived by politicians 
declaring price gouging, interest 
groups proclaiming benefits for 
all or Joe Morgan. Additionally, 
no longer will I be considered 
normal by any of my friends. 
I can't dream of how ignorant 
I would be if I had remained a 
marketing major. 
I also have to thank my 
many, many friends at Clemson 
(as indicated on Facebook). 
Learning to throw a frisbee, 
all-night Halo binges, election 
parties that went on entirely 
too long, Braves baseball games 
that turned out more fun than 
planned, losing (and winning) 
with the Haitian Invasion, 
sleepovers because I was too 
scared of mice, white russians 
and the multiple trips to the 
hospital; if s been better than I 
could have ever imagined. 
For these past three years, I, 
along with a lot of other people, 
have put their hearts and entire- 
ly too much of their time into 
producing ITmeOut. Producing 
a newspaper while a college 
student isn't exactly the easiest 
thing, and we haven't exactly 
been in the business that long, 
but we are constantly trying to 
improve TimeOut. Hopefully 
you've enjoyed TimeOufs 
blend of nerdy-goofy humor 
with its occasionally substantial 
articles. I'm sure some readers 
may think our writers are pretty 
horrible, or the layout is clumsy, 
or the pictures are unappeal- 
ing, but I beg those people to 
put everything in context. We 
are students putting countless 
hours into a paper for you to 
hopefully enjoy. 
But if s really been an honor 
working at The Tiger. Every 
Wednesday night is an adven- 
ture with the most diverse and 
talented group of characters 
I know. If s been a privilege 
working with Daniel McCord, 
Michael Hunley, Cheryl Swit, 
Brandon Bilinski and Amanda 
Gurganus. They are insanely 
talented and dedicated people 
who can out-class me any 
time of the day. Michael and 
Amanda, best of luck construct- 
ing this paper without me next 
year... you'll need it. 
I'm not going to confess any 
more love for Clemson, but I 
can't imagine a better place to 
grow academically and person- 
ally. I've had one of the best 
times of my life here, and I'll 
always be better for having 
been here. If I've ever shared a 
beer with you, played a game 
of frisbee against you or seen 
an indie-flick with you, thank 
you for everything. If s been a 
great ride. 
Adam Steinberg is a senior majoring 
in Ecomonics. Send comments to 
timeout@thetigernews. com 
383 College Avenue 
Clemson SC 29631 
864-653-4141 
1818 Augusta Rd 
Greenville SC 29605 
864-271-0005 
Jason K Davis 
Ben & Jerry's Ice Cream 
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Student musician 
produces new CD 
CHRIS JAYNES 
Staff Writer 
On March 10, a small group of 
close friends and family gathered 
at the Pendleton Coffee house for 
the "Drive" CD release. "Drive" 
is the debut album for Clemson 
grad student John Callaway. 
Callaway is an alumnus of Tiger 
Roar, but decided to go solo with 
all the "free" time he has now. 
Recording started in May of last 
year and has been a steady prog- 
ress ever since. 
Even though "Drive" was 
recorded in John's bedroom, it 
has the quality of a studio pro- 
duced CD. It's not like typical 
garage band CD's where the 
tracks feature background noise 
or someone's Mom telling them 
to keep it down. 
The music is surprisingly 
upbeat with stunning acoustics. 
The songs have their own origi- 
nality, but you can hear influ- 
ences of Sister Hazel, John Mayer, 
Silars Bald and even a little TLC. 
Yes, TLC. 
The songs are very heartfelt 
and sung with the same passion 
that they were written with. In 
a music scene that tends to pro- 
duce songs that can be all seem 
to blend together, "Drive" has 
a strong enough uniqueness to 
stand against the fray and begs 
for greatness. 
Joining Callaway on the CD is 
a myriad of gifted Clemson musi- 
cians. Look for another rising star 
Graydon Tomlinson on one of the 
tracks (The one that sounds like a 
TLC beat - "WaterFalls"). 
This Saturday Callaway will 
be playing downtown at 356. 
At 7:45 p.m. Michael Costa, 
who plays the insane mandolin 
(among other things) accompani- 
ments on "Drive," will be playing 
a set. 
Then John will take the 
stage with longtime friends Ben 
Jordan, Michael Costa and Matt 
Irwin. They will be playing 
songs from the CD — no better 
way to find out if you like the 
music. CDs will be available at 
the performance, so come out to 
preview the music and join the 
growing number of fans. 
Hemson University May Graduates 
Grad Fair • Jan 30,31 • F 
«£ Your Cap & Gown & Graduation Announ 






BASIC GRAD PAC $116.92 
♦NO TIGER TASSEL 
♦NO RETURN ADDRESS LABELS 
♦PLUS SHIPPING ($9.50) 
STUDENT BOOK STORE 
BASIC GRAD PAC $94.25 
♦FREE TIGER TASSEL 
♦RETURN ADDRESS LABELS INCLUDED 
♦SHD7PING ($7.50) 
SAVE $30 OVER 
HENDRIX CENTER PRICES 
ORDER ANYTIME • NO SPECIAL CHARGES BEEORE 
OR AFTER GRAD FAIR. 
3RDER ONLINE: W'WWMYGRADUATIOXSUPPLIES COM 
PHONE ORDERS: [-SSS-2-tl--t723 
OFFICIALLYLISCENSED EY COLLEGIATE LICENSING COMPANY 
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ELQN UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF LAW 
Opening in Greensboro - August 2006 
Now accepting applications for the charter class. 
Web site: 
law.elon.edu 
for complete information and online application 
Toll free: (888) ELON-LAW   ■   E-mail: law@elon.edu 
CREATING A NATIONAL MODEL OF ENGAGED LEARNING IN LEGAL EDUCATION 
Emphases on total student 
development, exceptional legal 
knowledge and skills, leadership and civic 
involvement, and international study 
Learning experiences in the area's 
leading law firms, federal and state courts, 
businesses, government agencies and 
nonprofit organizations 
Home of the North Carolina 
Business Court, which handles 
business litigation in the school's 
courtroom and facilities 
Partner with the American 
Judicature Society's Institute of 
Forensic Science and Public Policy, 
a new national organization located 
near the law school 
TYLER MILLS 
Art Director 
This week I have decided to 
discuss a twee pop duo cum- 
bersomely christened The Boy 
Least Likely To. Their debut 
release, "The Best Party Ever," 
is set to emerge in the States on 
May 2, but it has actually been 
out since mid-July of last year 
in the U.K. Currently available 
on iTunes, "The Best Party 
Ever" contains 12 summery, 
self-knowingly pop tracks that 
sound like cotton candy for the 
ears. 
The songs conjure up exu- 
berant memories of sandboxes, 
lemonade stands and the long- 
forgotten childish innocence 
that has gradually wriggled 
itself free from us as we grow 
older, providing the listener 
with a wistful nostalgia trip 
that simultaneously feels like 
witnessing the birth of a wild 
baby fawn and watching sheep- 
ishly as a hunter fires a bullet 
through its head. 
Beginning May 30, The Boy 
Least Likely To will open shows 
in the U.S. and Canada for 
James Blunt, an artist who cer- 
tainly has a knack for selecting 
artists much cooler than he to 
go on tour with. While listeners 
who consider the shaggy-haired 
"Panama Red" Blunt to be their 
foremost choice for highbrow 
music might not appreciate the 
twosome, fans of indie main- 
stays like Sufjan Stevens and 
Belle & Sebastian might find 
the group right up their alley. 
Songs like "Be Gentle with Me" 
and "Fur Soft as Fur" make 
for such an irrefutably delight- 
ful listen that humming along 
seems mandatory, while the 
pensive "Hugging My Grudge" 
sounds like a lighthearted Nick 
Drake tune. 
While I am indubitably supe- 
rior to you prostrated addlepa- 
tes, I do have one instance for 
which I can show my admira- 
tion: I certainly don't have the 
audacity to admit to liking 
some of the undomesticated ear 
stench that I hear seeping out of 
your iPod headphones. 
Pardon my straightforward- 
ness when I express my vexa- 
tion for your playlists, but the 
excruciatingly dreadful thought 
of sitting next to someone again 
on the CATBUS who is jamming 
to some poppy emo hokum like 
Saves the Day or Senses Fail 
on his MP3 player chaps my 
callipygian rear faster than 
a 7-month-old Henry Klum 
jumps at the chance to receive 
breastfeeding from his mother. 
Please, make my life easier and 
just download The Boy Least 
Likely To from iTunes, so I can 
resist the urge to maliciously 





Comedy Club admission 
with this coupon 
Pitchers on the Lake 
18 and up 
864 653 3021 
Experation Date: 5/1/06 
DDINK SPECIALS CVCCyCAy! - DADDY DDDD 4 7 DM 
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■Hawaiian Trcpic I ikhii Contest 
EVERY THURSDAY 
CALL OR STOP BY TODAY TO SIGN-UP! 
(864) 653-3021 
Seneca, SC 29678 
180 Clemson Marina Road 
Club members drink till 2am on Saturdays 
and all day on Sunday! 
Now hiring PT/FT servers, cook, managers 
and looking for PT marketing personnel. 
Book your party today! Call 864- 
490-3361 for details! We cater and 
do event planning year round. 
Wireless Internet Free 
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Spill returns in "Reverse" 
YOU IN R 
Built To SPIII 
.elease: Out Now 
MEREDITH  HUMPHREY 
Staff Writer 
Built to Spill is an extremely 
mellow indie band that has just 
released their sixth album 
"You in Reverse." The album 
is an energetic combination of 
repetitive drums and amazing 
electric guitar rifts coupled 
with lyrics that are simple yet 
powerful enough to keep the 
songs interesting. The lyrics 
are almost a subtle undertone 
to the strong guitar parts, while 
the interludes of soft music 
seem to give the listener time 
to reflect on previous lyrics. 
The first song, "Goin' 
Against Your Mind," begins 
with two minutes of drums 
and guitars before lead singer 
Doug Martsch jumps in to start 
the album with some definite 
energy. Halfway through, it 
takes a much slower turn, only 
to build up again. "Traces, 
Liar and Saturday" continues 
the slow, peaceful pace, and 
Martsch's voice is so relaxing 
it is almost monotone. Martsch 
repeats many of the lyrics in 
songs such as "Liar" where he 
seems to be convincing himself 
of something he knows isn't 
true: "I wouldn't be a liar / 
No I wouldn't be a lair if I told 
you that" and "She don't mind, 
she don't care" are sung over a 
catchy rhythm. 
"Conventional Wisdom" 
picks up the pace with much 
more energy and amazing 
guitar rifts. Midway through 
the song, Martsch's voice dis- 
appears, and you're left with 
three and a half minutes of 
great guitar solos. The music 
is not forced on the listener but 
allows you to just sit back and 
take it in without fear of being 
put to sleep. Overall, Martsch's 
undeniable talent on the guitar 
holds the album together and 
is responsible for the album's 
praise. 
I'll be the first to admit, you 
may need to give the album a 
second or a third chance if it 
is your first time listening to 
them. 
The repetition of lyrics and 
lengthy guitar rifts may make 
it hard to realize the creative 
differences between each track 
the first time you hear it from 
beginning to end. The album 
is definitely a unique one that 
indie fans will embrace for its 
ability to sound simple while 
demonstrating their impressive 
music abilities. 
The band will definitely 
appeal to listeners of Modest 
Mouse, Sufjan Stevens and 
possibly even Pink Floyd, yet 
there are traces of twang in the 
guitar and futuristic sounds in 
some tracks. Martsch formed 
the band in Boise, Idaho, in 
1993, and their first album was 
"Ultimate Alternative Wavers." 
Their second album, "There's 
Nothing Wrong With Love," 
was met with a very positive 
response in 1994, and in 1995, 
they were invited to perform at 
Lollapalooza. 
Their fan base grew with 
their first label debut "Perfect 
From Now On" and "Keep It 
Like a Secret" was the first to 
hit pop charts. Obviously, the 
band has been making music 
for quite some time, and their 
fan base is solid enough to 
keep the albums coming. 
TimeOut wishes you a GREAT summer 





One meal that defines 
springtime is Strawberry 
Shortcake. This decadent 
treat is simple, light and deli- 
cious. Being that this desert is 
"seasonally significant," one 
should gorge on Strawberry 
Shortcake while the berries 
are at their peak season. In 
the past, Americans only ate 
fruit when it was in season 
and waited 11 months for the 
strawberries to ripen again. 
Strawberry Shortcake is 
as American as apple pie. 
When the Colonists arrived 
to America, the American 
Indians were already eating 
strawberries. 
The Indians crushed ber- 
ries and mixed it with corn- 
meal to make strawberry 
bread. The Colonists tried this 
bread and then developed 
their own version, which is 
now known as Strawberry 
Shortcake. 
Shortcake is a simple cake 
to make. I prefer the recipe on 
the Bisquick box. First, take 
four cups (one quart) of fresh 
strawberries and chop them 
into thirds. 
Add one-half of a cup of 
sugar and stir the strawberries 
until they are all sugar-coated. 
Next, set aside the berries. 
In another bowl, combine 
two and one-third cup of 
Bisquick   mix,   one-half   cup 
of milk, three tablespoons of 
sugar and three tablespoons 
of melted butter. It is that 
easy; the dough is done. 
Next, drop six spoonfuls 
of the dough on an ungreased 
cookie sheet. This will make 
six individual biscuits. You 
may also put the dough into 
a nine-inch cake pan and slice 
pieces. Preheat oven to 425 
degrees, and bake the dough 
for 10 to 12 minutes. 
After the cakes cool, 
you are ready to build the 
Strawberry Shortcake. Take 
the cake and slice it in half. 
Place the sugared strawber- 
ries and excess juice on the 
biscuit half and top with the 
other half, like a sandwich. 
Finish the sandwich with a 
dollop of whipped cream. 
To make the whipped 
cream, beat one pint of heavy 
cream with a beater. The 
cream is just fine like this, 
but to make it sweet, add one 
tablespoon of powered sugar 
and one teaspoon of vanilla. 
If you cannot make your 
own whipped cream, Cool 
Whip and Redi Whip are great 
substitutes. 
As for a shortcake substi- 
tute, store bought angel food 
cake and pound cake will suf- 
fice. But being that this recipe 
is a celebration of strawberry 
season, I highly suggest not 
substituting the strawberries 
with frozen ones or straw- 
berry jam. 
but you don't want to put down your X-box controller? 
Does the 50 ft. walk to the 
cafeteria seem like miles? 
Call Tiger Domino's 




Sure it's only 50 ft. to Harcambe, 
but it's only 2 Vi feet to your phone! 
501-4 Old Greenville Hwy. 
Clemson, SC 29631 
Bi-Lo Shopping Center 
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TV Shows 
With summer fast approaching, eve 
or her weekdays, but what abou 
downtime to sit in front of the TV 
Here are the TimeOut staff's r 
up on dui 
by Liz Hunter weeDS 
Imagine . oifre living in a cookie-cutter subdivision in Orange County measuring life in soccer games. PTA 
meetings and the next big designer handbag. Your biggest day-to-day concern is to keep up appearance. But 
suddenly one day your husband (and the soul provider for your family's lifestyle) drops dead of a heart 
attack. What do you do? For Nancy Botwin. the answer to providing income for her kids' video games and 
her caffeine and purse addiction comes quite simply: sell weed. 
\ \: :>...> is the premise for the underground Showtime hit. which is appropriately named "Weeds." In its first 
^ .-•.. v. e follow "Nancy (played by the mysteriously quirky Mary Louise Parker) as she tries desperately to 
keep up her family's lifestyle with a dangerous new career that she is constantly trying to keep secret. 
The she   's dry humor is mixed with some serious subject matter and topped with outstanding acting by 
Parker. Also worth noting are Nancy's quasi-friend Celia (played to perfection by Elizabeth Perkins), who 
delivers some of the shows most racy and hysterically misinformed comments, and Doug Wilson (Kevin 
Nealon in his best role since Saturday Night Live), who is Nancy's accountant and by far her biggest and 
most ridiculous client. 
Nancy finds herself moving up the ladder of weed-dealing hierarchy, which is a process marked by a few 
tense moments and more than a few hilarious situations that arise when a soccer mom is dealing to her 
:r.e"d>' husbands and local teenagers. Though the premise of the show may sound a little immoral to some. 
::'> important to know that this show never once ignores the severity of what Nancy is doing. The inner 
turmoil that she undergoes over her new profession adds a constant serious undertone to an otherwise 
hysteriea: show. So the answer to the obvious question: No, you do not need to be a pothead to enjoy this 
show. Although dealing weed is the framework for this series, it is by no means what the show is actually 
about. 
"Weeds" is a perfect series for summer viewing. Shot and set in southern California, it reeks of warm- 
weathered, lazy day sensibilities. The show also features some great music that ranges from 50s style 
innocence to the slow, mellow beats of music clearly made with Nancy's product in mind (or in lungs). Be 
sure to catch up on season one (available on iTunes) and watch out for the premiere of season two in Julv. 
This well-done and enjoyable series is just as addicting as its subject matter. The good news, though, is that 
the shew i< legal 
by Michael Hunley 
M.D 
All those lucky enough to stay around after Tuesday's airing of "American Idol." know the brilliance of 
the FOX medical mystery-drama "House." one of the best dramas on TV right now. Despite having a 
strong, devoted following, not everyone has converted to the cult of "House." and the summer's repeats, as 
well as Friday night airings on USA and the first season on DVD, will be the perfect way to disco\ er why 
this House rocks. 
Dr. Gregory House (played by British comedian I [ugh Laurie) is the crankiest, vet most brilliant doctor on 
-V. solving a complicated, baffling mystery ailment each week. But it's not all medical drama House has 
ery complicated personal life (he faces a drug addiction and still has feelings for Ins ex-girlfriend) as 
II as difficulties in dealing with his younger, more naeve fellow doctors. 
mazing supporting cast and sensitive, smart scripts propel the show to be a true TV addiction The 
main reason to watch, however, is Laurie's amazing performance, his dry. sardonic u ii is a wonder to 
behold. He had opportunity to Hex his comedic muscles earlier, of course, as fans of the classic comedies 
ick \dder ' and "Jeeves and Wooster" know. 
And ladies, take note — Laurie has proven to be an unexpected sex symbol (nl K>.w. u, m, \ 
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to Catch Up On Over the Summer 
graphics by Emmett McQuinn, Anne Norris, and Tyler Mills 
ne is scrambling to get jobs to fill his 
- weekends, when you need some 
illax? TimeOut's got your back, 
ndations for the best shows to catch 
.imply put, "Little Britain" is one of the funniest TV 
hows^ver, in the history of mankind. Unfortunatel) 
lot too many people know about it, so please make it 
summer goal to get acquainted with this show. The 
sh comedy, which airs on BBC America, is a 
:h show revolving around a variety of 
otesquely humorous characters living in England. 
with two actors (Matt Lucas and David Walliams) 
playing more than a dozen characters in each episode. by Michael Hunley 
racter has his or her own catchphrase, and many have become part of the lexicon in the U.K. Such memorable 
cters include motor-mouthed juvenile delinquent Vicky Pollard, who responds to questions by saying. "No, but yeah, 
. ,io, but yeah:" Emily Howard, an unconvincing transvestite who has to remind everyone that "I'm a lady;" Daffyd 
homas. who is convinced that he is "the only gay in the village;" and Marjorie Dawes, the evil leader of the Fat Fighters 
veight-loss group who refers to everyone as "fatties." 
fhe show's third season is currently airing on BBC America, with the first season currently on DVD (season two arrives on 
May 23). Though each season contains six or eight episodes. "Little Britain" contains enough laughs in each half-hour to be 
• teemed the funniest TV show ever made ever. 
>y Bailey Buchanan 
This summer, catch up on the popular television series "24." It has one of the most 
inal structural foundations of any TV show on the air right now. There are four 
ons, and each one is made up of one day, hence the title "24." Each season is 
ipsed into 24 action-packed, one-hour episodes. The time of day is displayed at 
jottom of the television screen, which adds an extra suspense component. While 
)remise may seem tedious, it is actually enthralling. 
luudiing on the storyline ol the show, this Emmy-nominated series is a concept drama 
based around the Counter Terrorist Unit (C.T.U.) that is part of the CIA. The main 
character, Jack Bauer, is the man of the hour, every hour. He is the hero figure who 
inevitably saves the day, played by the television and film actor Kiefer Sutherland. 
; too much, the adventures are numerous and they make for some very intense days, as you might 
imagine. Bauer started off on the wrong foot: He had a history with drugs, but he overcame it and worked his way 
ip the ladder. His efforts were recognized by his colleagues, who now admire him. He and his colleagues work 
together to gain intelligence on terrorism in the United States. Most recently. Bauer uncovered the details of a 
nerve gas threat to the United States. He also learns shocking knowledge that the President is involved within the 
circuit of terrorism in the United States. 
One downside to the show is that it is necessary to start from the beginning in order to fully appreciate and 
understand it. Sutherland is locked in for three more years to star in this FOX drama, so get caught up now because 
there is much more excitement to come. 
by Adam Steinberg 
innesl show on television returns in June. After a nine-month absence. "Entourage" will be back on HBO .11 lull 
It looks like when the season premieres. Vince will have just completed work on James Cameron s "Aquaraan. 
he movie be a hit or a bomb'.' Will Vince explode into international lame' What's the deal with \ nice and 
v Moore" These are just a lew of the suspenseful questions waiting to be answered. 
the usu mi" with Vince win ne t al snpponui6uia.«wi«,. «.» - 
Sits, Turtle will also be attempting to succeed in his new career as Saigon s ma 
super-agent Ari (Jeremy Piven). 
h 1Xcn[ had a chance .0 due into "Entourage" Paw iously, this summer is the 
runny and engrossing series that follows an up-and coming actor V ince and,, 
ays the buzz series during the summer, so sou w ,11 wan. .0 make sure to keep U, 
characters. Erie, Turtle and Drama will all be cooking up then own 
n   ■    .. •    A 1. .. 1 1   ...;n 1... I..., 1., ..., 
'C    is a 
e sure 
age of friends.  I he show is 
he show from daj one. 
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New "Scary Movie" 
brings few laughs 
tQf #4U 0t 
SCARY MOVIE 
Dimension 
Release: Out Now 
WILL SIEVERDES 
StaffWriter 
There are three camps of 
people in regards to the "Scary 
Movie" franchise. Those who 
think the Wayans Brothers' 
movies (the first two) are the 
only good ones; those who 
think the series improved with 
David Zucker's continuation 
of the series in the vein of his 
earlier movies "Airplane!" and 
"Top Secret;" and then there are 
those who just plain hate the 
series. "Scary Movie 4," how- 
ever, will not convert anybody 
from any of these camps. 
I personally thought part 
three was the best in the series. 
I liked the first one, but didn't 
like the second. "Scary Movie 
3" catered to my kind of humor 
and, if anything, I liked "4" 
because it is essentially "Scary 
Movie 3: Part 2." 
The story, if I really need to 
go into detail, follows Cindy 
Campbell (Anna Faris) trying 
to find true love, while ghosts, 
invading Martians and other 
wacky stuff get in the way. 
There's really not much of a 
point in trying to describe the 
plot because this movie is more 
of a collection of parody skits 
than an actual movie. 
Films parodied include 
"The Grudge," "War of the 
Worlds," the two "Saw" films, 
"The Village" and even non- 
scary movies like "Brokeback 
Mountain" and "Million Dollar 
Baby." Admittedly, the "Scary 
Movie" franchise must be run- 
ning out of films to parody 
if they're switching to main- 
stream dramas, but at least they 
do well with what they have. 
The parodies of "Grudge" and 
"War of the Worlds" are the 
main parts of the movie. Craig 
Bierko, the actor playing Tom 
Cruise's character from "War 
of the Worlds," was not funny 
or likeable. He lacks the chem- 
istry with Faris that Simon 
Rex had in "Scary Movie 3." 
Simon Rex and Charlie Sheen 
do make cameo appearances 
as their original characters, but 
the film basically bumps them 
out of the series in hilarious 
ways. Surprisingly, Dr. Phil and 
Shaquille O'Neal portray them- 
selves in a parody of "Saw" 
at the beginning of the film. I 
guess when you need a quick 
buck, you can always make fun 
of yourself. 
The movie wasn't as funny 
as the third film, but there were 
some genuine laughs through- 
out. Probably the funniest 
(and most disturbing) scene 
involves the President (played 
again by Leslie Nielsen) show- 
ing a Martian heat ray to the 
U.N. with disastrous results. 
If you've seen "War of the 
Worlds," you'll know that the 
heat rays disintegrated people, 
but left their clothes intact 
Imagine the ray only getting rid 
of the clothes this time around. 
Another funny scene is 
an epilogue that makes fun 
of the Tom Cruise and Oprah 
incident. It wasn't as funny as 
it could've been, though. The 
real Tom Cruise freak-out was 
much more fun to watch, and 
Craig Bierko just doesn't cut it 
as a comedy actor. He should 
stick to serious roles like his 
work in "Cinderella Man" and 
"Law & Order." As if celebrity 
parodies weren't enough, the 
infamous Michael Jackson (an 
impersonator, not the real one) 
makes a brief reappearance in 
the middle of the film, though 
the scene isn't as good as his 
appearance in "Scary Movie 
3." 
Overall, "Scary Movie 4" 
is solid but not the best in the 
series. It will get you laughing, 
but you may also be wonder- 
ing if they're running out of 
material. A similar fate hap- 
pened to the "Austin Powers" 
series, which never continued 
when they started recycling 
jokes. "Scary Movie" definitely 
doesn't feel as fresh as it used 
to. Maybe the series will have 
one more film, and then it'll be 
time to call it quits. 
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Band shows talent with CD 
MCAT classes 
starting soon! 
Classes for the August MCAT Starting Soon at: 
Clemson University 
Class begins May 15th and meets M&W 
evenings at 6:00 pm. Class Code: MCGV6005 
Greenville Kaplan Center 
Class begins June 10th and meets T, W, and Thu 
evenings at 6:00 pm. Class Code: MCGV6006 
KAPLAN 1-800-KAP-TEST kaptest.com 
Higher test scores 
guaranteed or 
your money back 
€fe «f# tip € 
SHOW YOUR BONES 
Yeah Yeah Yeahs 
Release: Out Now 
REBECCA DANIELS 
StaffWriter 
The Yeah Yeah Yeahs have 
continued to entrance their 
fans with their newest album, 
"Show Your Bones." This New 
York City-based trio, fronted 
by a female vocalist Karen O, 
present a special sound: heavy 
rock guitar riffs (supplied by 
the talented Nick Zinner), 
matched with consistent 
drum beats (provided by Nick 
Chase), variable vocals (some 
growl-like shrieks) and the 
occasional sound-bite sample. 
This is the Yeah Yeah Yeahs' 
second full-length album, and 
it keeps this signature sound 
intact. 
The group as a whole is 
appealing to me, but the lead 
singer in particular strikes 
a chord with me. Karen O 
really explores her vocal range 
(including some shocking 
screams) on this album. I find 
her to be dynamic and charis- 
matic; an inspiration for female 
musicians of our generation. 
The album begins with the 
catchy single "Gold Lion," 
which includes simple drum 
beats and acoustic guitar, com- 
plimented with unique vocals. 
The repetitiveness of the 
chorus is sure to get stuck in 
your head. Most of the album 
is rather upbeat, especially in 
tracks like "Honeybear," with 
exceptions found in "Dudley" 
and "Turn Into." 
Some of my favorite 
tracks on the album include 
"Phenomena," which takes 
a pounding bass drum and 
matches it with a car alarm 
sound, setting the song apart, 
and "Turn Into," which intro- 
duces an eerie sound and 
shows the more mellow side 
of the band. 
One of my favorite things 
about the album is that most 
of the songs have powerful 
climaxes. The band seems 
to really come together well 
at these moments to present 
some intense sounds. And 
although these moments are 
not as charged as some from 
their previous release "Fever 
To Tell," they are no less 
rewarding and exciting. 
Along with the creativity 
of the album, the CD jacket 
is a wonderful work of art. It 
contains photographs of the 
hundreds of flags made in 
honor of the band (for a band- 
sponsored flag competition). 
The jacket also contains all 
the names of the submitters, 
whose flags were included in 
the album case. The winning 
flag became the colorful album 
cover, which really draws your 
eye to it. 
"Show Your Bones" is a 
quality album that is consis- 
tent with the style found on 
the previous Yeah Yeah Yeahs' 
CD. Earlier fans of the group 
will be more than delighted 
that they purchased the album. 
New listeners might be sur- 
prised by the energetic and 
eclectic style of the group. This 
album is a perfect example of 
such sound. 
Y£AH YfeAH YtAH5 
Test Prep and Admissions 
New Hii ins! 
Are you looking for a fun and challenging experience 
where you get to really MAKE A DIFFERENCE? 
The Community Service Office is currently seeking to fill two 
AmeriCorps*VISTA positions. VISTA members are full time volunteers 
with a desire to make a difference in the community. Clemson has the 
following two positions available: 
1. Summer Associate: This is a 10 week full time position (May 28- 
August 5). Summer Associates will aid in reviewing and selecting sites 
in SC for future Alternative Break trips, survey community partners, 
make connections with new community partners, assist with summer 
service presentations, contact other universities to learn about their 
service programs, and assist with locating outside funding sources for 
program needs.   Summer Associates receive a living allowance of 
$ 1862 and an educational award of $ 1000. 
2. VISTA Volunteer: This is a one year full time position starting this 
summer for college graduates. The VISTA will identify local poverty 
related community needs and develop programs to address these 
needs; continue developing the newly formed alternative break 
program; assist in educating faculty, staff, students and the 
community about service-learning; participate in the on-going 
development of a South Carolina Campus Compact; and advise 
student service organizations. VISTA's receive an $809/month living 
allowance and a $4725 educational award and may be eligible for 
other benefits. 
For additional details including contact information and deadlines, view 
the listings in the on-line Upcoming Service Events calendar. 
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Xbox RPG provides fun, 




Release: Out Now 
ADAM GRIFFIS 
Staff Writer 
Bethesda promised a lot 
over the two years since the 
making of "Oblivion." Many of 
the things Bethesda promised 
failed to ever really pan out 
in practice. For example, they 
bragged about the "radiant AI" 
that would provide each NPC 
with its own life, creating a 
real, dynamic world that had a 
substantial life of its own. What 
happened in practice? You get 
to watch half-elves stare at a 
wall for an hour, then pick up a 
bow, fire their quiver at the wall, 
then go back to staring — holy 
crap, how genuine. 
They also promised us traps 
that used real physics. In prac- 
tice, these traps are child's play 
to avoid because they all move 
so sluggishly that you can usu- 
ally step out of the way. Given 
that the entire world uses this 
unpolished physics engine cre- 
ates some infuriating anomalies 
like vital items slipping under 
the floor and disappearing or 
the feature that whenever you 
pick something off of a shelf 
or table, all the other items still 
on the surface start to float and 
slide around. 
In practice, though, the game 
looks good but hardly the best. 
It has some of the worst pop- 
in, frame-rate drops and load- 
ing times on this generation of 
gaming hardware. If s clear that 
"Oblivion" could have used 
some more time in development 
to iron out these problems. 
Despite this, "Oblivion" is a 
must-buy because of the power 
it gives the player to craft their 
own experience. One can be 50 
hours in and if s entirely pos- 
sible not to have completed any 
of the main quests or any of the 
"faction" lines (Fighter's Guild, 
Assassins Guild, Thieves Guild, 
Arena, Mage's Guild, etc.) One 
can tool around the vast game 
space, exploring ancient crypts 
containing untold power, clear- 
ing out goblin dens, hunting 
vampires, searching for treasure 
and exploring caves all outside 
of the traditional "Quest" struc- 
ture. 
Everything in "Oblivion" is 
within the player's control. You 
can invest in businesses, own 
property and create your own 
spells, potions and enchanted 
weapons. Your character pro- 
gresses based on a character 
class that you can create adjust- 
ed to your play style; "Oblivion" 
never leaves you feeling boxed 
into a certain path. It's this 
power that Bethesda entrusted 
to its customers that allows you 
to spend three hours traveling 
on foot between cities, picking 
herbs and fighting bandits, and 
feel as if if s not time wasted; it's 
entirely what you wanted to do. 
In addition to this unparal- 
leled freedom of action, a solid 
and fun combat system adds an 
element of action to the game. 
When fighting, you'll have to 
use strategy and guile to block 
your foe's attacks and sneak in 
under his defenses. Sword bat- 
tles, in particular, are thrilling; 
you and your opponent circle 
in an effort to wear each other's 
defenses down until the point 
when you finally dart in for the 
killing blow. 
Finally, the storyline would, 
on a lesser game, be considered 
great stuff. For "Oblivion," even 
though it has a considerable 
effect on the game world, if s 
more of passing distraction. The 
problem with the main quest is 
that it stays in your face once 
you've started it; its presence is 
oppressive until you resolve the 
driving conflict. This wouldn't 
be a real problem since ifs 
relatively short (20-plus hours), 
but the fire and flesh theme is 
a little overbearing, and not 
everyone's cup of tea. Walking 
through a building with the 
playful moniker "The Bloody 
Hall of Rending Flesh" or the 
equally quaint "Depths of Dark 
Salvation — through torture" 
just reminds me why I thought 
"Diablo" was stupid. 
The only question you need 
to be considering is whether to 
buy it for the PC or the Xbox 
360. The Xbox version has some 
performance issues, especially 
when it comes to loading time, 
and the PC version allows for 
user-created mods that sig- 
nificantly increase the life of the 
product. 
But if you want to get the 
same kind of visual fidelity out 
of the PC that you would out 
of the Xbox 360, you're going to 
spend a substantial amount of 
money on hardware. 
"Wild" takes city 
ACROSS FROM THE NEW CENTRAL SUPER WALMART 
Student 
Special! 
Star Full Service Oil Change 
Only $23.99 
• Change Oil (Havoline Motor Oil) 
•Change Oil Filter 
• Check Air Filter 
• Check Brake Fluid 
• Check & Fill Power Steering Fluid 
• Fill Windshield Washer Reservoir 
• Check & Fill Battery Fluid 
with University ID 
• Check Transmission Fluid 
• Check Differential Fluid 
- Lube Chassis 
- Check Wiper Blades 
• Check & Properly Inflate Tires 
• Vacuum Automobile Interior 
•Wash Windows 
Xpress Lube and Car Wash 
of Central 
127318 Mile Road 639-6056 
Open Monday-Saturday 8am -6pm 




Release: Out Now 
AMANDA GURGANUS 
Assitant TimeOut Editor 
The new animated movie 
screaming through the theaters 
is "The Wild/' which contains 
a familiar animal kingdom 
theme. Many said before the 
debut on April 14, that it was a 
"Madagascar" rip-off. It is true 
that there is a similar theme of 
animals going from a zoo to the 
wild; however, the storyline is 
different. 
In "The Wild," a lion cub, 
Ryan (Greg Cipes) is discour- 
aged because he cannot find 
his roar. He wants to live up to 
the majestic stories of his father, 
Samson (Kiefer Sutherland) in 
the wild. Samson is content in 
the zoo, but his son longs for 
adventure in the wild. One 
night, Ryan decided to rebel 
and go in the green boxes that 
ship to Africa. After being acci- 
dentally sent to Africa, Samson 
and his zoo friends start on a 
quest to bring him back. 
A crew including Samson, 
Benny the squirrel (James 
Belushi), Nigel the koala (Eddie 
Izzard) and Bridget the giraffe 
(Janeane Garofalo) take to the 
streets of New York City to find 
the ship yard by the tall green 
lady with the spiked head. They 
stumble into a wild adventure, 
secrets, revenge and love. 
My favorite character is 
hands down Nigel, the comic 
relief. He has a very particular 
manner to him, which is accent- 
ed by Eddy Izzard, a stand-up 
comedian. 
The animation is the sore 
spot for me. It seemed the ani- 
mators were trying to go for a 
realistic presence to the char- 
acters. At times they accom- 
plished this; however, much 
of the motion and many facial 
expressions were extremely 
cartoon-like and out of place in 
the film. 
Since "The Wild" is a second 
film with a common theme, it is 
disappointing with a seemingly 
tired story. Nonetheless, I would 
advise giving it a shot; you can- 
not rate any movie entirely until 




Not since the early com- 
edies of Robert Airman like 
"MASH" and "Nashville" has 
satire been this biting and funny. 
"American Dreamz," a send-up 
of the current political climate 
and the dominance of reality 
shows, is a hysterical, off-the- 
wall parody that reminds one 
of those Altaian films of the '70s, 
though, unlike those classics, it's 
too soon to tell if "Dreamz" will 
hold up over time. 
The film mocks the George 
W. Bush presidency with 
President Staton (Dennis Quaid), 
a dim Southern simpleton who 
reminisces of his frat boy days 
and has fallen into a serious 
depression. Vice President Sutter 
(Willem Dafoe, doing a fantastic 
Cheney impersonation) recom- 
mends that the way for Staton to 
get out of his blue funk and gain 
back the respect from Americans 
is by becoming a judge on 
the season finale of the top- 
rated reality show "American 
Dreamz," which is identical to 
"American Idol," even down to 
the stuffy, sarcastic British judge 
(played here by Hugh Grant). 
The casting for the new sea- 
son of "Dreamz" is underway, 
and in order to keep their top 
status, Grant's character, Martin 
Tweed, begins to search for sing- 
ers who will most appeal to the 
viewing public, despite their 
obvious lack of talent. 
He casts Sally Kendoo 
(Mandy Moore), who gets back 
together with her ex-boyfriend 
(Chris Klein) after he returned 
from service in Iraq with a bul- 
let wound (her agent told her 
that wounded Iraq soldier boy- 
friends would be a hit with the 
TV audience), as well as Omer 
(Sam Golzari), an Arabian that 
Tweed wanted on in order to 
please the minority groups who 
watch his show. 
With the finale fast approach- 
ing, Tweed finds himself becom- 
ing romantically involved with 
Sally, while Omer is visited by 
members of his Arab terrorist 
cell, who want him to assassi- 
nate the president on TV. 
The all-star cast is quite 
impressive, though some char- 
acters, like Kendoo's mother 
played by Jennifer Coolidge, are 
sadly underused. 
The courage to make such 
a wacky, yet relevant film is 
commendable, and though the 
film has a plot full of holes, it's 
undoubtedly a very entertaining 
and funny film, even if some of 
you more conservative-minded 
viewers may be a bit put-off by 
its satirical jabs at politics. 
PHOTO COURTESY UNIVERSAL 
SIMON, WATCH OUT FOR HUGH: Dennis Quaid helps 
Hugh Grant pull off some "American Dreamz." 
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Sorority Sally 
M By Might 
by Maggie Musgrave   Jim and James 




The Strip by Eric M. Porter 
Sudoku from Sudoku-Puzzles.net 
8 4 6 5 
5 1 4 
5 9 3 4 2 
1 5 7 
3 6 9 5 2 1 
1 7 8 
6 8 5 7 3 
9 2 7 
4 3 9 8 
ACROSS 
1 Warn 
6 Pear type 
10 Land unit 
14 Corporate rule 
15 Off-Broadway award 
16 Quarry 
17 Type of water bird 
18 Glen 




25 Atmosphere layer 
27 Sudsy 
29 Fire-breathing monster 
32 Twitch 
33 Fled 
34 Organized crime 
37 Despot 
41 What a mosquito bite 
does 




48 BB association 
49 Headed 
51 Having helix form 
54 Squeamishness 
56 Mary Moore 
57 _ Francisco 







71 Come in the door 
72 Mined metals 
73 On of the gospels 
74 Stinks 
DOWN 
1 The alphabet 
2 Harp 
3 Vivacity 
4 Kidnappers want 
5 Pluck out a hair 
6 Frame 
7 Very fat 
8 River dirt 




12 Handing over 
13 Leered 
21 Residence hall 
23 Luaudish 
26 Association 
Ha... by Nick Sadie 
by Joseph Ingallinera 
28 Acting (abbr.) 
29 Baby bed 
30 Scorn 
31 Ancient Indian 
35 Those who make the 
food laws (abbr.) 
36 Restless 
38 Element 
39 Syrian bishop 
40 Concrete 
42 Hawaiian dancing 
46 Navy Rank 
47 Snaky fish 
50 Pixie 
52 Person in charge 
53 Southern Californian 
college 
54 Asian nation 
55 Father's brother 
56 A Hindu's red dot 





65 In possession of 
67 Bard's before 
Crossword 
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1 DVANTAGE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT! 
391-202   College Ave., Suite 200, Clemson, SC 2963 
RENTALS STARTING 
s^ zvb 
FROM ♦ ♦ ♦ 
FEATURED PROPERTIES 









I MILES FROM CAMPUS AND A WORLD AWAY 
2, 3, & 4-Suite Condominiums 
Private Baths 
High Speed Internet Available 
Computer Labs 
On-Site Managment 
Washer & Dryer in each unit 
Enhanced Sprinkler Protection 
Volleyball Court 
Basketball Court 
Pool & Fitness Center 
Tanning Bed 
Barbeque Picnic Area 
Lighted Common Areas 
1,600 ft. of Private Lakefront 
HOUSES, TOWNHOMES, 
CONDOS & APARTMENTS 
• 1, 2, 3 & 4 Bedrooms 
• Furnished & Unfurnished 
• Pets allowed in Select Properties 
• Many Locations within Walking Distance to Campus 
864.654.3333  • WWW.APM-ONLINE.BIZ 
ad prices are per unit, not per person* 
Heritage at Riverwood 
1 and 2 Bedroom 
Equipped Kitchens and Washer/Dryers 
Pool Tennis Court Fitness Center 
Other Locations Include: 
Heritage Station (1 bedroom) 
Westbank (2 bedrooms) 
Wesley Street (2 bedrooms) 
Vicksburg (1 bedroom) 
Old Central road (1 bedroom) 
Lindsay road (1 bedroom) 
College Street (1 bedroom) 
Heritage Pointe (1 & 2 bedrooms) 
Heritage Hills (1 & 2 bedrooms) 
Stoneridge (2 bedrooms) 
Burton Properties 
www.clemsonapartments.com 
Call 653-7717 All Locations 
654-1130 Heritage at Riverwwood 
653-5506 Heritage Hills 
After Hour Numbers: 
710-3363 
647-2268 
888-0200 
